Executive Summary

Baltijos Circus School in the heart of the neighbourhood – a perfect location for a week of creativity in Lithuania.

Between autumn 2016 and spring 2018, Creative
Europe investment enabled Walk the Plank (UK) to lead
a partnership between five European Capitals of Culture
and candidate cities to develop and deliver an outdoor
arts training school: School of Spectacle. Growing a
culture of sustainable outdoor arts activity in the partner
cities; engaging new audiences; and strengthening
European creative practitioners’ skills and networks,
School of Spectacle was the first European Outdoor
Arts Academy programme.
School of Spectacle proved that a programme could and
should be intense, ambitious, and interesting. Learning
‘on the edge’ stimulates creativity and ‘learning by doing’
is an effective tool for acquiring skills and knowledge
quickly; and for giving creative practitioners the chance
to present their work to their peers, fostering new
partnerships and networks.
Working deep within communities generated a
different set of relationships between communities
and artists. This has created a stronger bond between
communities and the artistic programmes within their
cities; it has made the artists much more aware of
community interests and drivers so that their work
ultimately becomes more relevant and more attractive
to the audience who live there; and it has helped
engage communities and community arts organisations
in major outdoor civic celebrations.

The network of European Cultural Capitals has a clear
strategic plan to find more ways of sharing learning
and building capacity across our group. School of
Spectacle has given us a genuinely innovative approach
to building capacity and sharing learning between cultural
practitioners from several different cultural capitals.
It has also provided a platform for artists to understand
how to work more effectively with community groups and
vice versa. It’s a great example of practical action-learning
and the feedback from the participants tells its own story.
Neil Peterson, Inside Track
ECoC network founder member
The development of the local artists, their potential;
creating networks, also involving international partners
is one of the main goals of our project and we see it fully
met by Plovdiv School of Spectacle. The closing event
demonstrated that we have the capacity of making such
events here. It reassured my personal vision as an artistic
director that for Plovdiv ECoC opening ceremony we
have to achieve this scale of involvement of local artists
and performers as seen in Plovdiv School of Spectacle.
Svetlana Kujumdzhieva,
Artistic Director - Plovdiv 2019 Foundation
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“I really came home full of
ideas how to solve problems
we were having for the next
spectacle in our community,
and I hope those suggestions
and practices help us to
have a better result’.
Five Schools of Spectacle provided 131 places to creative
practitioners from eight European countries over 392
guided learning hours. 955 community practitioners
took part in six public arts events in four host cities
engaging an audience of 59,400 people.
This project explored significant issues about artists
working in public spaces and how they interact with the
communities who live in and share that space. It has
enabled artists and community leaders to challenge many
assumptions about art and communities. This includes
finding ways to develop a community cultural programme
which avoids the feeling about imported events being
“done to” the community. It demonstrates that it is
possible to avoid creating a gap between “community
events” and “major events” instead showing how it is
possible for major events and capacity-building to go
hand in hand. It also included the establishment of
a model to support the development of a core of outdoor
arts producers, in a number of small/medium sized
European cities, and to provide them with the opportunity
to work with major international festivals.
“To see artists from a small island on the south eastern
most tip of Europe making work with artists from
the north western edges of Europe, and re-inventing
their traditions of procession, magic, making and
civic celebration in new ways was profoundly exciting.
We will certainly draw on those new skills and
creative relationships in our future projects”.
Creative Producer, Walk the Plank

Each school was designed around the
needs of each host city:
•P
 afos School of Spectacle 2016 (Cyprus) focused
on performance and led to two live events: one
a participatory celebration in a neighbourhood,
Geriskipou, and the other generating the lantern
element of the European Capital of Culture
Opening Show ‘Pafos: A Work of Art’.
•K
 aunas School of Spectacle 2017 (Lithuania)
explored co-creation and parade-making leading to
Kaunas’s first community procession; ‘Lower
Šanciai Parade‘.
•P
 lovdiv School of Spectacle 2017 (Bulgaria) led
to a site-responsive immersive installation in the city
centre, inspired by an uninhabited island in the middle
of the river.
•L
 imerick School of Spectacle 2017 (Hospital,
County Limerick, Ireland) delivered performance
skills leading to ‘Glean Áine Alight’ with aerial dance.
•L
 imerick School of Spectacle 2018 (Ireland) explored
parade making leading to the ‘Flying Bird Circus’
section for Limerick St Patrick’s Day Parade 2018.

Aims & Outcomes

 im 1:
A
To democratise the cultural expertise of outdoor
arts in small ECoC host and candidate cities
[Creative Europe priority C.3 Capacity Building:
Training & Education].
5 ‘Schools of Spectacle’ provided intensive week-long
outdoor arts training and networking opportunities to
almost 100 creative practitioners from 8 European cities.
6 spectacular civic and community celebrations were
delivered through the training into production model.
 im 2:
A
To strengthen the outdoor arts sector and build a
culture of sustainable outdoor arts practice within
partner cities [Creative Europe priority A:
Transnational experience and ability]
Provided a platform for international cross border
exchange in outdoor arts, resulting in ongoing inter/
national collaborations.
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 im 3
A
To inform learning around how we can innovate
as outdoor arts practitioners and as a network
of smaller European cities, to be resilient in the
face of a distinct set of resource challenges.
[[Creative Europe priorities A, C]]
Five partner and four site visit meetings provided a forum
for intercultural dialogue. Co-creation models interrogated
and disseminated to 19 European cultural networks.
Aim 4
To inform learning around the potential for outdoor
arts to develop audiences through participation,
celebration and spectacle | Creative Europe priority
B Developing new audiences.
The project shared models of outdoor arts that embeds
participatory practice in order to engage new cultural
audiences; engaging almost 1,000 community
participants and 59,000 audience from four
European Cities in the schools’ live events.
A total 90% [of respondents to evaluation survey] stated
that they either fulfilled their goals and even more,
or that the School design led to achievement of their
goals. Creative practitioners highly praised the quality
of teaching (84% rated the teaching as excellent),
the peer to peer interaction (85% praised it as
outstanding), with 91% rating the overall experience
as excellent.

“The Kaunas School of Spectacle had a big impact on me
that has lasted well past that great week. I found being in
such an environment incredibly inspiring and my mind was
a whirl with collaborative possibilities. The goal setting
especially had a lasting effect on me, as once I set a goal,
I intend to keep it (especially if it’s written down!)"
Creative practitioner, Ireland
“The fire drawing was very informative and practical;
the 3D mapping was a great introduction, but the
Movement/Performance was a revelation for me,
being mostly a maker and typically a behind the
scenes practitioner.”
Creative practitioner, Plovdiv
“I gained knowledge in the production and performance
areas of spectacle/outdoor arts, which I previously had
no experience of. I learned about the process of planning
and putting on an event from beginning to end, considering
all aspects/roles. This gave me greater understanding of
how teams work together to achieve the end result.”
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner
“The School allowed me to develop leadership skills
and taught me how to effectively manage and
communicate within a creative team. Working with
artists from a broad creative spectrum has opened
me to future collaborative ideas and allowed me
to build relationships internationally.”
“As a group leader I learned that I need more experience
dealing with, and empathy for, the variety of personalities
and points of view in a co-production environment.”
Kaunas creative practitioner
“I feel more like I’m really living in Kaunas now.
It’s not a TV but real people who are your friends.”
Creative practitioner, Lithuania “It’s very unexpected
how connections have been formed. It’s awesome to
see active people wanting to do things together.”
Kaunas creative practitioner [after their Parade]
“I learnt to respect everyone’s opinions as a part of
co-creation and also, I learnt confidence.”
Pafos creative practitioner
“Knowledge of new ways to organize and deliver any
project, and a new perspective on events creation
through the combination and collaboration of different
art expressions. But the most important is the way
I challenge myself in terms of time available and
desirable result.”
Pafos creative practitioner
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“I learned to be more open and self-confident. I
understood that is very important to take art outside
to the streets… and connect all people - to make
people feel part of the world that surrounds them.”
Kaunas creative practitioner
“I learnt interesting ways (games) for introduction, getting
to know each other that later can be used in my work at
camps for children; organizing events, and team work.”
Kaunas creative practitioner

“We’ve been making work in the UK for over 25 years,
and it’s sometimes hard to reach beyond the limits of
our small island, or be something other than a tourist
when we visit other European countries. The opportunity
to sustain creative relationships with amazing makers,
thinkers, performers, designers from diverse disciplines
across 8 European countries has already enriched the
wider organisation, as well as those who directly
participated in the Schools.”
Walk the Plank’s co-founder Liz Pugh

“I really came home full of ideas how to solve problems
we were having for our next spectacle in the community,
and I hope those suggestions and practices help us to
have a better result”
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner
“I intend to return to working in this field and I am
currently sourcing funding opportunities to develop
an outdoor arts event in my local community.”
Limerick 2018 Creative practitioner
“In a very short time we became a dynamic group
ready to act in any case. We were all one... One group.
Twenty four bodies. One goal. The production of the
performance was so well organized that we were
surprised… percussion, aerial dance, mass movement,
fireworks, sound, lights, community, everything was
combined in harmony and a great show emerged. Aerial
dance was a unique experience for me. No gravity makes
you realize the mechanics of your own body…Let’s fly!”
Creative practitioner, Greece
“Knowledge is the only possession you have that when you
share it, it multiplies! That is what School of Spectacls is
all about! Team work, shared knowledge, fun, networking
and, most of all, leaving behind in every city where they
are held, a legacy for people that love art and creativity!
I personally cherish the moments spent in Pafos and
Limerick and I will always feel grateful to the Pafos 2017
Organisation for giving me this opportunity, and of course
to each one of the School of Spectacle team, for their
superb professionalism.”
Pafos Creative Practitioner
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Aerialist performing in St Patrick’s Day Parade, Limerick, 2018.

From evaluation of Plovdiv School of Spectacle
by Vassilka Shishkova:
“It fulfilled and sometimes even surpassed the
expectations of the stakeholders: creative practitioners,
facilitators, organisers, audience. Mostly, those
expectations were focused in meeting new people and
creating networks, acquiring new skills, broadening the
experience with outdoor arts, and of course, having fun."
Learning through practice and learning on the edge
proved to be effective training methods when time
and resources were limited as they were on this seven-days
creative training. Although the participants shared they
would enjoy more free time, none of them assessed the
schedule or the curriculum as stressful or exhausting.
They knew the training was going to be intense and they
thought it should be intense in order to achieve its goals.
The training sessions conveyed new knowledge even
to the experienced creative practitioners. The closing
event was ambitious enough to challenge everyone’s
creativity. The research visit to the Adata island proved
to be inspirational and brought lasting impressions to
the participants.
Negotiations with the authorities, time and resources
constraints, and last minute changes were perceived
as good learning opportunities rather than real
obstacles that could hinder the realisation of the closing
event. This overall positive approach would hardly
be manifested if important elements of Plovdiv School
of Spectacle such as organisation, preparation, and
communication were not accomplished with attention
and diligence.”
From evaluation of Kaunas School of Spectacle,
by Benediktas Gelunas:
To sum up, the dynamics described in the creative
practitioners’ interviews and feedback sessions revealed
an important aspect of cultural community development:
that is, a reciprocate link between the fulfilment of
personal need for belonging and meaning, and community
needs of activity, celebration, and symbolic value in the
gaze of outsiders.
In the case of Šanciai, the School of Spectacle was
an important milestone of the community process as
it concentrated different individuals and groups for one
project, thus enabling exchange of knowledge, breach
of personal comfort zones and emergence of new
leaders for democratic co-creation. Such cultural
activity was especially valuable in its capacity to bring
people from different backgrounds together without
emphasizing their social, ideological or other differences.

The School was a trigger point that turned many
watchers into doers (in the local context), not only
among the participants but also among the audience.
Finally, the parade was a success in that it demonstrated
the possibilities of creative co-operation in not only
staging big celebrations to be consumed as entertainment
but also provoking new reflections on the identity of
the place, willingness to identify with it and act in it,
and the power of cultural process to change social
process”.
School of Spectacle enabled the European Capitals
of Culture partnership and its creative practitioners to
explore the relationship between art, event and community
in new ways - ways which challenge traditional thinking
about the relationship between public space, the people
who live in and around that space, and with creative
practitioners who work in public space.

Patnership
The Academy partnership is made up of:

Project Leader
1. Walk the Plank, Salford, UK

Co-organisers
2. Plovdiv 2019 Foundation,
Bulgaria - ECoC Plovdiv 2019
3. P
 afos 2017, Cyprus - ECoC Pafos 2017
4. D
 vimiescio Kulka, Lithuania Kaunas Biennale, ECoC Kaunas 2022
5. Limerick City & County Council, Ireland candidate ECoC Limerick 2020

Associate Partners
6. F
 idget Feet, Ireland
7. Irish Aerial Creation Centre, Ireland
8. E
 leusis, Greece - ECoC Eleusis 2021

Support
The project was supported by Creative Europe and
Stavros Niarchos Foundation. Match funded by Limerck
City and County Council: Limerick Arts Office; Plovdiv
2019 Foundation; with financial support from The Arts
Council of Ireland, Lithuanian Council for Culture:
Lietuvos Kulturos Taryba; Walk the Plank; and Pafos 2017.
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The main report

Card masks made for St Patricks Day parade, Ireland.

Creative Practitioners hand out certificates on completion of their course, Bulgaria.
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1.Introduction

Flag making workshop, Kaunas.

1.1 School of Spectacle overview
In 2015, Walk the Plank (UK) led an application to the
Creative Europe programme (Co-operation projects small) to develop and deliver a series of training schools
in outdoor arts in partnership with Cypriot, Bulgarian,
Lithuanian, Irish and Greek cultural organisations.
Five schools and public events were delivered in
the cities of Paphos (Cyprus), Kaunas (Lithuania),
Plovdiv (Bulgaria), Limerick (Ireland) and the County
of Limerick. All were European Capital of Culture
nominees or candidate cities. The project was called
School of Spectacle, the first European Outdoor Arts
Academy programme.
Beginning in autumn 2016 and concluding in spring
2018, all five Schools involved intensive week long
outdoor arts and production training for up to
25 international creative practitioners per school.
The training led to the practitioners developing and
delivering a celebration or event in the public realm sometimes intimate celebration, sometimes larger
scale spectacle - in each host city, working with
participants drawn from local communities.
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The aim of each school was to democratise the making
of ‘Spectacle’ in the European cities least likely to be able
to resource outdoor arts practice by building the capacity
of local talent to devise and produce outdoor arts events.
It also aimed to engage new and diverse audiences whilst
providing a valuable platform for transnational knowledge
exchange in contemporary arts practice.

Five Schools of Spectacle provided 131 places to creative
practitioners from eight European countries over 392
guided learning hours. 955 community participants took
part in six public arts events in four host cities engaging
an audience of 59,400 people.

1.2 Report overview
Sections:
After the introduction Section 2 gives a summary
of the project achievements against its aims and
Creative Europe’s priorities. Section 3 lists the project
beneficiaries. Section 4 outlines the pedagogic and
engagement approach. Section 5 details the schools,
partner meetings and network activity and beneficiary
feedback. Section 6 explains how the partnership
shared the story. Section 7 summarises the impact
of School of Spectacle and next steps.
Appendices:
•S
 ee Appendix A for links to the films for each
school and the social media story.
•A
 ppendix B for output data.
•A
 ppendix C for a sample list of the creative
collaborations that have happened as a result of
School of Spectacle, and where the model has been
disseminated.
•A
 ppendix D for the creative practitioner survey findings.
•A
 ppendix E for the executive summaries from the
independently commissioned interim reports, that
evaluated Kaunas 2017, Plovdiv 2017 and Limerick
2018 Schools of Spectacle.

Experimenting with cardboard box figure, Kaunas.

Definitions:
The report uses the definition ‘Academy partners’ for
the project partnership; ‘creative practitioner’ for the
international learners; ‘facilitators’ for the international
trainers and ‘community participants’ for local residents
taking part in events.

Drumming workshop, Kaunas.
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2. Measures of Success

2.1 Methodology
Impact has been measured by three independent
researchers Vassilka Shishkova, Bulgaria; Neil
Peterson, UK; and Benediktas Galunas, Lithuania,
bringing a truly inter-cultural understanding to this
report. Creative practitioner and partner experience
has been assessed through:
• Independent impact evaluation of Kaunas, Plovdiv and
Limerick 2018 Schools of Spectacle (interim reports).
Evaluation of the schools’ impact relied on face-to-face
semi-structured interviews with participants, facilitators,
organisers, community members, along with focus
group discussions, structured observation and
documentation. [Appendix E].

The international delivery team have lent their voice to
the programme description and story of change: project
director, Alexis K Johnson; Walk the Plank co-founder
and creative producer, Liz Pugh; and project coordinator
Danielle Chinn (UK); Plovdiv 2019 culture director
Svetlana Kuyumdzhieva and project manager Stanislava
Tasheva; Dvimiescio Kulka community artists and project
managers Ed Carroll and Vita Geluniene (Kaunas);
Limerick City and County Council culture officer Sheila
Deegan, Aoife Potter-Cogan and Fidget Feet director
Chantal McCormick (Limerick); and Pafos 2017
culture director Georgia Doetzer and project manager
Sotiroula Konikkou.

• Five online surveys, administered shortly after each
school completion, completed by an average of 70%
of creative practitioners at the end of each school.
[Appendix D].
• Audience reaction was measured through observation,
video interviews and in the case of Plovdiv, level of
participation in an end of event activity;
• Longitudinal data has been collected through email
requests for personal testimonials of both creative
practitioners and partners; and observation of the
social media network at least six months after the
activities [Appendix C1].
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Teams present their ideas for a community procession to a public forum, Lower Sancia neighbourhood.

2.2 Outcomes
The tangible outcomes are mapped against the
project aims below.
Aim 1:
To democratise the cultural expertise of outdoor arts
spectacle in small ECoC host and candidate cities.
•5
 intensive week-long “Schools of Spectacle” between
autumn 2016 and spring 2018 in four partner cities
provided 131 training places to 96 creative practitioners
from eight European cities totalling 392 guided
learning hours
•C
 reative practitioners gained skills and experience
in outdoor arts spectacle making, production,
collaboration and participatory practice
• 1 00% of creative practitioners said the school had
enhanced their skills and knowledge of outdoor arts
•B
 uilt a ‘School of Spectacle’ network online and
face-to-face.
•N
 early 70% of creative practitioners said they had
increased networking opportunities as a result of
attending the school.
Aim 2:
To strengthen the outdoor arts sector and build a
culture of sustainable outdoor arts practice within
the partner cities.
•B
 uilt the skills of 96 creative practitioners from
8 European cities delivered through “training into
production” where practitioners work to a live brief
to deliver an event that grows the audience for
existing and new local events
•P
 rovided a platform for 35 international cross border
exchanges of outdoor arts skills
•3
 8 facilitators from five countries - 2 of which were
originally creative practitioners attending the training
•T
 he Academy partnership, creative practitioners
and/or facilitators went on to create nine inter/
national collaborative productions/projects, achieving
international career progression and employment

Aim 3:
To inform learning around how we can innovate
as outdoor arts practitioners and as a network of
smaller European cities, to be resilient in the face
of a distinct set of resource challenges.
•S
 hared lessons from the innovative model developed
through five partner and four site visit meetings
provided a forum for intercultural dialogue between the
Academy partnership between 2016 and 2018.
•T
 hree interim reports on Kaunas 2017, Plovdiv 2017
and Limerick 2018 Schools of Spectacle shared findings
on the training model.
•W
 ider dissemination of model to 19 European networks
by the partnership and the planned dissemination of
this report, thereby supporting initiatives to encourage
transnational action learning and capacity building.
Aim 4:
To inform learning around the potential for outdoor
arts to develop audiences through participation,
celebration and spectacle.
•C
 reative practitioners at the end of each school designed
and delivered a new event which added significant value
to the event programme in each partner city - 6 outdoor
arts events engaged a total audience of 59,400
people in 4 host cities.
•C
 reative practitioners gained understanding, skills and
experience of participatory practice in different cultural
settings by co-creating with community participants on
the events. Developing a culture of outdoor arts
spectacle making that embedded participatory practice
in order to engage new cultural audiences in the partner
cities.
•9
 55 community participants co-created with
creative practitioners, and promoted the events through
word of mouth to new audiences.
•A
 udiences had a positive response to the outdoor
arts events delivered.

•O
 ver 55% of creative practitioners said ‘definitely,
yes’ that the networks they had created would lead
to new work and partnerships.
• 1 00% of creative practitioners said ‘yes’ that the
school would increase their chances of employability.
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2.3 Creative Europe priorities
The project implemented four Creative Europe
programme priorities.
(C.3) Capacity Building - Training and Education:
The Academy’s activities developed creative practitioner
skills across production, participatory arts, performance,
installation and parade making for outdoor spectacle.
School of Spectacle has:
•B
 uilt a local talent base for creating and delivering
outdoor events in four partner cities
•E
 ncouraged a culture which is supportive to the
concepts of civic and community celebration, parade
and fostering confidence through practical delivery
•G
 iven expert training to artists and communities
in working together, enabling each to challenge
themselves in a supportive environment.
(A) Transnational experience and mobility:
The Academy brought together a partnership of
cultural organisations from six European cities and
creative practitioners. Each school connected
creative practitioners and facilitators from up to
eight European countries, 35 of whom attended
more than one school, some progressing to be
facilitators. The network continues over Facebook
and international collaborations are ongoing.
School of Spectacle has:
•R
 einforced the sector’s capacity to operate
transnationally
•E
 nabled cultural and creative players to
internationalise their career development
•S
 trengthened European cultural and creative
organisations
•S
 upported international cultural activities in
Cyprus,Lithuania, Bulgaria and Ireland.
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(B) Developing new audiences:
The schools created a forum to share and practice
different European models of participatory practice
across the network. As a result, it engaged a high number
of community participants from four European Cities
to take part in the events, which in turn engaged mid to
large scale audiences. This played a key role evidencing
the value of outdoor arts and participatory practice as
effective vehicles for audience development. School
of Spectacle has:
•S
 upported audience development by sharing
new models
• Improved access to European cultural and
creative works.
(C) Testing new business and management models:
There is a demand to widen the city partnership of the
Academy to include new ECoC cities. and develop future
schools. Aveiro (Pt), Sofia (Bg), and Rijeka ECoC are
planning training into production models. School of
Spectacle has:
•D
 eveloped a new way of training outdoor arts
professionals
•L
 inked training with practical delivery in major festivals
•S
 upported artists and communities creating together
•F
 ocused action learning for European Capital of
Culture candidates and nominees.
The project measured its aims and achievements
againstCreative Europe priorities [Appendix B lists
outcome data].

3. Who did our School of Spectacle benefit?

Creative practitioners from eight European cities work togther in Plovdiv, Bulgaria.

Creative Practitioners

Community Participants

The creative practitioners were primarily made up
of international artists, producers and in some cases
community leaders and activists. A combination of
seasoned creative practitioners to emerging talent,
university educated to self-taught, with a diverse spread
of ages from 21 to 57, male or female, but primarily
female. Occupations ranged from street, circus and
theatre professionals, to community artists, visual
artists, designers, curators, makers, dancers, aerialists,
administrators and community leaders. Most had some
experience in professional arts practice, with a desire
to gain and share skills and experience in outdoor arts
spectacle making.

955 community participants took part in workshops,
rehearsals and public events from three host cites:
Pafos, Kaunas and Limerick. They included teachers,
pupils, families and community volunteers. Although
Plovdiv did not formally have a community participant
cohort, very successful participatory activity was part
of the live event.

Facilitators
Thirty-eight creative and performing arts professionals
from five European countries facilitated the schools,
serving to mentor practitioners through the process of
devising and making participatory outdoor spectacle
and civic celebration.

Audience
A total audience of 59,400 people enjoyed the School
of Spectacle events. On average, Schools attracted
audiences of between 200 and 400 local residents
engaged through word of mouth. Pafos ECoC Opening
and Limerick St Patrick’s Day attracted much larger
audiences of 8,000 and 50,000 respectively, in direct
proportion to the scale and importance of the piece.
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3. Who did our School of Spectacle benefit?

Academy partners
Lead partner - Walk the Plank, UK:
one of the UK’s leading outdoor arts organisations,
based in Salford, North West England. Now in its 26th
year, the company has produced a rich portfolio of
award-winning work nationally and internationally,
in collaboration with artists and diverse communities,
based on an appetite for inspiring creative risk and
developing artistic excellence. It is a national portfolio
organisation of Arts Council England.
Co-organiser - Pafos 2017, Cyprus:
the delivery organisation for Pafos European Capital
of Culture 2017 responsible for the full programme
of creative, artistic and cultural content throughout its
capital of culture year. From the visual arts and dance,
to music and theatre, the organisation led on curating
and commissioning the entire 2017 cultural programme.
Co-organiser - Dvimiescio Kulka, Lithuania:
the driving force behind a diverse cultural programme
in Kaunas, which includes producing theatre
performances, concerts, education activities and ‘
Grynparkas’, the internationa biennial festival for
culture and ecology. It trades under the name ‘Teatro
Klubas’, where it has delivered over 300 performances
and concerts.
Co-organiser - Plovdiv Foundation 2019, Bulgaria:
the umbrella organisation overseeing the commissioning,
delivery, promotion and administration of work related
to the four platforms upon the creative and cultural
programme for Plovdiv’s 2019, European Capital of
Culture is based.
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Co-organiser - Limerick City & County Council,
Ireland:
the combined authority responsible for the city and county
of Limerick. Business development, cultural enrichment
and educational opportunity form the cornerstone of its
four point organisational vision.
Associate partner - Fidget Feet, Limerick, Ireland:
has a mission to bring aerial dance to everyone who
has ever wanted to fly, this award-winning aerial dance
company based in the Irish Aerial Creation Centre has
created a rich portfolio of aerial storytelling performance
over 20 years, showcasing its talent in a range of
locations nationally and internationally.
Associate partner Irish Aerial Creation Centre, Limerick, Ireland:
Ireland’s first purpose-built centre for aerial dance,
the IACC established the first intensive professional
programme for aerialists in the country and champions
creativity in aerial circus on an international scale.
It partners with the Irish World Academy of Music
and Dance, offering the only aerial dance courses
to third level students in Ireland.
Associate partner - EcoC Eleusis 2021, Greece:
the cultural organisation responsible for the planning,
curation, delivery and promotion of its capital of
culture year which takes as its theme the challenge
of sustainability based on its belief that arts and culture
are key to a sustainable future.

4. Approach

4.1 Partner working
The partnership made a logical division of partner roles,
according to geography and expertise. It also identified
links and shared activities to provide a more holistic
approach to project delivery.
The co-organisers identified the need for each school in
relation to the host city’s cultural policy, and their local
needs in respect of creative practitioners, community
participants and audience. This informed the aesthetic
focus, theme and nature of each live event. Regular
partner meetings and site visits were the forum in
which each school’s direction was agreed and planned
(see section 5.7 for partner meeting overview).
Partners worked across Skype and email very closely.
Walk the Plank gave leadership and structure to this
process, but it was very much co-directed and co-created,
with each host partner taking the lead in coordinating
venues, materials, catering, accommodation, recruitment
and communications for their school.

“The network of European Cultural Capitals has a clear
strategic plan to find more ways of sharing learning
and building capacity across our group. School for
Spectacle has given us a genuinely innovative approach
to building capacity and sharing learning between
cultural practitioners from several different cultural
capitals. It has also provided a platform for artists
to understand how to work more effectively with
community groups and vice versa. It’s a great example
of practical action-learning and the feedback from the
participants tells its own story."
Neil Peterson,
Inside Track (ECoC network founder member)

Each partner recruited and selected their local creative
practitioners for each school, with host cities taking 15
places, and partners being given at least two places
per school. In some cases, places were awarded to
creative practitioners in other ECoC cities. Facilitation
was led by Walk the Plank, but very much co-designed
and co-delivered by the local experts identified by
co-organisers and associate partners.

Partners Liz, Walk the Plank & Ed & Vita, Dvimiescio Kulka welcome Kaunas guests.
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4.2 Pedagogy and Curriculum
Pedagogy
The primary pedagogic approach was intensive
‘training-through-production’. Here creative practitioners
were given the theory, skills and team to deliver a real
or scenario-based ‘spectacle’ by the end of the school.
This served to practice new skills and grow the
experience, confidence and peer network needed for
professional progression. Training-through-production
gave creative practitioners an opportunity to work in
a real-life situation, take responsibility, and feel the
satisfaction and empowerment delivering a successful
event brings.
This philosophy marries with Walk the Plank’s mission
to pass on knowledge of ‘spectacle making’, inspired by
the ideology of seminal UK celebratory arts practitioners
Welfare State International. This approach worked well
alongside Fidget Feet, Irish Aerial Creation Centre and
Dvimiescio Kulka (Vita Geluniene and Ed Carroll)’s
training prowess. Further the School drew facilitators
from each partner country, to ensure teaching was both
technically and culturally relevant.
The School also focused on peer learning, creating
space for creative practitioners to share their expertise.
Letting people spend quality time together to get to know
each other was as important as ‘getting the work done’.
The School recognised the isolation of many of the
creative practitioners' experience, so the onus on
collaboration came as both a tonic and a steep learning
curve for some. This approach enabled artists to scale
their work to spectacle level through division of labour
and co-creation. It lent itself to a more non-ego way of
working that worked well for community engagement and
for building very robust creative relationships quickly.
Some creative practitioners were given the opportunity
to attend more than one school. These artists took
ambassadorial roles in their second schools; and
a number were progressed into international
facilitator roles.
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Social media played an important role in sustaining the
shared, multi-national learning process and developing
networks, empowering practitioners to think beyond the
geographical confines of their native community and
place of work.
Creative practitioners were encouraged to rethink the
relationship between audience, artist and community
and to reconsider some of the key drivers that influence
audience engagement and participation.
The creative practitioners highly praised the quality of
teaching (average 84% rated the teaching as excellent),
the peer to peer interaction (85% praised it as
outstanding), with 91% rating the overall experience
as excellent.
When interviewed creative practitioners said that feeling
respected by their peers and by the facilitators boosted
their creativity; that they felt accepted and close to their
fellow participants and the facilitators (Plovdiv evaluation).
They took inspiration from working with the communities
and getting to know the local people and what was
important to them (Kaunas evaluation). They also
shared personal stories of growth and empowerment,
especially from women returning to creative careers
(Limerick School of Spectacle 2018 evaluation).
[Appendix E]
During group discussions the creative practitioners
praised the ‘spirit of kindness’ they felt when working
intensively on the school. They outlined all the new skills
they had acquired and how they might employ them.
They shared plans for future collaborations and proposed
ideas for continuation of the School of Spectacle, for
they were convinced of its worth.

Learning techniques for use in civic celebrations - fire drawing in Pafos, Cyprus

Curriculum
The curriculum was co-designed and each school
was bespoke, to satisfy local need. All training was in
English, with simultaneous translation made available
where necessary.
Every school delivered production training for outdoor
spectacle making, participatory practice (working
with community) and career goal setting; and resulted
in either a live event, or in the scoping of a live event
(in Kaunas). It should be noted that as the schools
progressed, the end of school events got more ambitious.

Each school delivered a different set of hard skills for
outdoor performance, installation or procession: fire
drawing, percussion, mass movement, puppetry, mask
making, video mapping, physical theatre, soundscape
design, scenography, mobile and 12V lighting, aerial
dance, 3D makes, costume, lantern making, flags and
banners for décor and procession, and stilt walking.
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Famileis in rural Ireland take part in lantern making guided by the creative practioners

4.3 Engagement through participation
Both the Academy partnership and the creative
practitioners gained a deeper insight into participatory
practice for audience engagement. The School created
an opportunity for creative practitioners in Pafos,
Kaunas, Plovdiv and Limerick to co-create with local
people as participants. For some this was their first
time working with and within communities, and it
helped them understand the social and artistic value,
and consider ways they might integrate it into their
practice in the future. For those more experienced in
participatory practice, they were able to share intercultural models and experiences. For the Academy
partnership, the co-organisers were able to see its
value in engaging new audiences in their cities.
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Outdoor arts and events in the public realm engage more
diverse audiences than traditional venues and artforms.
Observation of the audience profile and numbers attending
the Schools’ events demonstrated this, as these events
relied almost solely on word of mouth from community
participants to bring audiences, or attracted those who
happened to be there anyway.

5. Activity and Impact

5.1 Programme
School of Spectacle Activity

Location

From

To

Event Date

Pafos School of Spectacle
site visit meeting

Pafos, Cyprus

27/06/2016

29/06/2016

-

School of Spectacle website

Online

22/08/2016

22/08/2016

-

Pafos School of Spectacle 1
2016 & Event 1

Pafos, Cyprus

06/10/2016

10/10/2016

09/10/2016

Programme Kick Off Meeting

Brussels,
Belgium

11/10/2016

10/10/2016

-

Plovdiv School of Spectacle site
visit meeting

Plovdiv, Bulgaria

17/11/2016

19/11/2016

-

Salford Kick Off Partner Meeting 1

Salford, UK

09/01/2017

11/01/2017

-

Pafos Event 2

Pafos, Cyprus

22/01/2017

29/01/2017

28/01/2017

Kaunas School of Spectacle
site visit meeting

Kaunas,
Lithuania

19/02/2017

21/02/2017

-

Kaunas School of Spectacle 2
2017 & Public Pitch

Kaunas,
Lithuania

23/04/2017

28/04/2017

-

Limerick School of Spectacle
site visit meeting

Kaunas,
Lithuania

12/06/2017

13/06/2017

-

Partner Meeting 2

Online

13/06/2017

13/06/2017

-

Kaunas Event 3

Kaunas,
Lithuania

11/09/2017

19/09/2017

18/09/2017

Plovdiv School of Spectacle 3 2017
& Event 4

Plovdiv, Bulgaria

30/09/2017

07/10/2017

06/10/2017

Plovdiv Partner Meeting 3

Plovdiv, Bulgaria

07/10/2017

08/10/2017

-

Limerick School of Spectacle 4
2017 & Event 5

Limerick, Ireland

12/11/2017

19/11/2017

18/10/2017

Partner Meeting 4

Online

11/12/2017

1/12/2017

-

Limerick School of Spectacle 5
2018 & Event 6

Limerick, Ireland

11/03/2018

18/03/2018

17/03/2018

Limerick Partner Meeting 5

Limerick, Ireland

16/03/2018

17/03/2018

-

Dissemination Period

Europe

17/09/2017

03/10/2018

-
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5.2.1 Schools and Events
Pafos School of Spectacle 2016
and Events, October 2016
“I’ve learned a lot about how to use a public space for
events. I had a lot of valuable information on event
planning, but I know that my best part was the fire
drawing techniques, which, as an artist was of great
value and extremely exciting. Also, the fact that I
came together with a team of other people of different
backgrounds had a great impact…with ideas and
teachings pouring in, despite the short time frame.”
Creative practitioner, Pafos
“Ποτέ δεν θα μπορούσα να φανταστώ ότι θα συναντήσω τόσους
πολλούς ενδιαφέροντες, ευφυείς και ωραίους καλλιτέχνες και
ανθρώπους από όλο τον κόσμο”. [I never imagined I’d meet
so many interesting, intelligent and nice artists and people
from all around the world”,
Creative practitioner.

The first School of Spectacle ran 6 - 10 October 2016
in Pafos. Acting as the pilot, it was the shortest school,
but it made a significant and timely impact, as the training
fed into the Pafos European Capital of Culture Opening.
‘Spectacle through participation’ is a new practice for the
city of Pafos, this School prepared the ground for the city’s
first participatory large scale spectacle. It developed local
talent and brought in international creative practitioners,
and served as a catalyst to engage hundreds of teachers
and pupils from Pafos schools.
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Curriculum:
The first half of the School delivered hands-on practical
workshops in lantern and flag prop-making, fire drawing
and mass movement, underpinned by classroom-based
theory around the production and delivery of events
in a public space. Then creative practitioners worked in
creative teams to deliver a small-scale performance.
There was also space for creative practitioners to
socialise, goal set and reflect on their learning.
Creative Practitioners:
18 artists, performers and producers from Cyprus,
Bulgaria, Lithuania and Ireland.
Facilitators:
8 facilitators from Pafos and the UK included:
Pafos 2017 director Georgia Doetzer who introduced
the school with Galatia Georgiou; Liz Pugh, John
Wassell and Sammi Gabb, Producer responsibilities
and production; Adam Platten, fire drawing; Helen
Davies, lantern and prop-making; and Alexis K Johnson,
reflective practice.
Community Participation:
The school also delivered community lantern making
workshops ( 6/7 Oct 2016 at the 13th Primary
School of Pafos. Helen Davies and the School’s
creative practitioners taught 33 teachers & volunteers
for 28 schools how to make lanterns from willow and
tissue paper.

Participants from Cyprus, Lithuania, Bulgaria, Ireland and Greece with trainers from UK work together for the first time.

Local people gather to watch the celebration in Geroskipou Square, Cyprus.

Event:
Performance Geroskipou Square
The school created a small event on the evening of
9th October 2016 in Geroskipou Square. It served
as a vehicle for creative practitioners to practice their
new skills in professional teams, and for community
participants to gain experience performing in public.
Performance:
The piece was inspired by the location, and iconography
found around this small neighbourhood of Pafos. The
newly refurbished square was dressed with lanterns and
fire cans. Creative practitioners led an illuminated lantern
procession of children and teachers through the square,
with percussion from the Pafos Municipality Band, who
led the audience to a fiery performance with a fire
drawing finale.

Audience Engagement:
The small-scale production served to demonstrate the
power of outdoor arts in engagement. Attracting 200
people through participant word of mouth and spectacle
alone, and done with the blessing of the local mayor.
The celebration caught the attention of local families
as children and young people followed the procession.
Locals in restaurants watched and applauded the finale,
and the event served to mark the connection between
this outlying neighbourhood and the city centre, taking
cultural activity into the heart of a different community.
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Event 2:
‘Pafos: A Work of Art’,
European Capital of Culture Opening
On 28th January 2017 Pafos 2017 and Walk the Plank
produced the opening show to celebrate the city’s role
as European Capital of Culture. Over one week five local
creative practitioners gained the opportunity to practice
new skills working on a large-scale event with participation
at its heart.
Performance:
At dusk more than 300 local children with flags and
lanterns paraded through the old town onto a geometric
stage. The performance led to the lanterns rising into
the night sky to form a cruciform female figure, a symbol
of Pafos.
Audience Engagement:
Community participation increased to over four hundred,
with the teachers taking their lantern techniques back
to their schools for pupils to make their own. Then, those
children took part in the lantern procession element
alone, which ensured the engagement of their families
and friends – at least half the audience knew someone
who was taking part; and an audience of 8,000
exceeded the Pafos 2017 team’s expectations.

Impact
Georgia Doetzer, Pafos 2017 artistic programme
director said:
“This training has given the participants new skills and
confidence, as well as starting a new network of cities
linked to the European Capitals of Culture, like Plovdiv
(Bulgaria) and Kaunas (Lithuania). Working together,
you have created a spectacular free outdoor event
that has provided a fitting opening to our city’s year
of culture”.
“Η εκπαίδευση αυτή έχει δώσει στους συμμετέχοντες νέες
δεξιότητες και αυτοπεποίθηση  καθώς και την ευκαιρία για
δημιουργία ενός νέου δίκτυο πόλεων που συνδέονται με τις
Ευρωπαϊκές Πολιτιστικές Πρωτεύουσες, όπως το Plovdiv
(Βουλγαρία) και το Kaunas (Λιθουανία), δήλωσε η Georgia
Doetzer, Διευθύντρια Καλλιτεχνικού Προγράμματος Pafos
2017. Δουλεύοντας από κοινού, δημιουργήθηκε ένα θεαματικό
ελεύθερο υπαίθριο γεγονός που αποτέλεσε ένα κατάλληλο
άνοιγμα για τον πολιτισμό της πόλης μας “

Pafos 2017 acknowledged that the entirely new
experience of delivering outdoor art events with
participation gave them the opportunity to create
an outstanding Pafos 2017 opening ceremony,
relying on the creative practitioners and community
participants engaged through the Pafos School
of Spectacle.
Creative practitioners trained on the School went on to
work on ‘Eternal Voyages’ the summer highlight event
by Walk the Plank in Pafos harbour, and on the wider
Pafos ECoC cultural programme over 2017… raising
cultural participation, engagement and quality which
benefited the whole city.
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Children carry the lanterns they made as part of the PAFOS European Capital of Culture opening, January 2017.

Pafos Feedback
83% of creative practitioners, said they had ‘definitely’
achieved their goals; 83% felt it had definitely enhanced
their skills and/or knowledge of outdoor arts; 85%
were definitely encouraged to consider working with
participants in their practice and new audiences;
50% saw that their networking opportunities definitely
increased (with 50% regarding it as possibly increased);
and 16% assumed their employability would definitely
increase (84% assuming it would possibly increase).
[See Appendix D].
Creative practitioners explain their School
experience:
“My main goal was the collaboration with unknown
people (unknown before the School) on how to
deliver a successful outdoor event and I think, with the
guidance of Walk the Plank team, this was achieved.”
“The school contains all the basic and useful information
of outdoor arts, and the fact that we create our outdoor
event was very useful.”
“I’ve learned in three days so many things I couldn’t
ever imagine I could... I still feel grateful of all the
knowledge all teachers shared with all of us.”
“I didn’t really have any knowledge of outdoor arts
but I learnt a lot about it from great teachers.”
“I learnt to respect everyone’s opinions as a part
of co-creation and also, confidence.”
“I gained Knowledge which increased my
self-confidence and capability.”
“The excellent collaboration of all the participants
was a great example on what people can achieve
when they are united.”
“We already started planning small projects together.”
“The whole project was very useful to me as a practitioner
not only because I’ve learned many useful thinks but
also because I met people with the same worries as
me and I could establish a network with them for
future cooperation and exchanging. Thank you very
much anyway.”

Katerina Neofytidou, Cyprus, said:
“Let me express the uniqueness of this School: it
encompasses not only event organising but many other
scopes of learning. One of them would be making things;
lanterns, costumes, flags, fire drawings, floating units,
decorations etc., out of the correct material for each
situation for maximum effect and under a specific budget,
so one needs to use imagination and be resourceful.
Secondly, all this falls under a certain theme and is
site-specifically designed. We learned how to use the
site conditions, find possible routes for a procession,
scan for specific locations that might be useful for various
functions of the event, consider the lighting conditions,
use elements of surprise, theatrical interventions, locate
‘sensitive’ points concerning not only the physical site
but also its cultural meaning and its occupants and
functions etc. All this was done under an amazing
team spirit that Walk the Plank teachers created.
The classes were delivered accurately and very
professionally. The hands-on work was a successful
learning curve, especially given the narrow time frame”.
“But for me, the most impressive thing was how they
involved the community in the project and made this not
just another event, but an event made by the people, for
the people under the orchestration of the teachers and
us, the students. Adding to that, what impressed me
even further was how the design and planning processes
were very democratic. Everyone had a say, all ideas
were welcome and the overall outcome was a result
of exchange and cooperation. Last but not least, on the
dinner table, the conversations, the exchange of stories
and the bonding that took place was heart-warming
and unforgettable.”
Η Κατερίνα Νεοφυτίδου εξήγησε τη διαδικασία του School of
Spectacles της Πάφου το 2016. “Επιτρέψτε μου να εκφράσω
τη μοναδικότητα αυτού του Σχολείου, το οποίο περιλαμβάνει
όχι μόνο την οργάνωση εκδηλώσεων αλλά και πολλά άλλα
πεδία μάθησης. Ένας από τους συμμετέχοντες θα έκανε
κατασκευές όπως φανάρια, κοστούμια, σημαίες, πυροτεχνήματα,
πλωτές μονάδες, διακοσμήσεις κλπ., από το σωστό υλικό
για κάθε κατάσταση για το μέγιστο καλύτερο αποτέλεσμα και
με συγκεκριμένο προϋπολογισμό, οπότε κάποιος θα έπρεπε
να χρησιμοποιήσει τη φαντασία του, να επινοήσει και να
είναι πολυμήχανος. Δεύτερον, όλα αυτά εμπίπτουν σε ένα
συγκεκριμένο θέμα και ο χώρος ήταν ειδικά σχεδιασμένος. Σε
αυτό το σημείο μάθαμε πώς να χρησιμοποιούμε τις συνθήκες
μιας τοποθεσίας, να βρούμε πιθανές διαδρομές για μια πομπή,
να εντοπίσουμε συγκεκριμένες τοποθεσίες που θα μπορούσαν
να είναι χρήσιμες για διάφορες λειτουργίες της εκδήλωσης, να
εξετάσουμε τις συνθήκες φωτισμού (ηλιοβασίλεμα, ηλεκτρικά
φώτα στην πλατεία κ.α.) να χρησιμοποιούμε στοιχεία έκπληξης,
θεατρικές παρεμβάσεις, να εντοπίζουμε  «ευαίσθητα» σημεία που
αφορούν όχι μόνο τον φυσικό χώρο αλλά και το πολιτιστικό τους
νόημα , τους
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Pafos Feedback
Petko Tanchev, Bulgarian said:
“My meeting with the organizers Walk the Plank and the
participants from Bulgaria, Lithuania and Cyprus was
exciting and was a valuable experience! I have learned
new things that would help me in my work as a visual
artist, scenographer and teacher at the Art Academy
in Sofia. In just three days we managed to make a team
of people who have never seen each other before, to
come up with ideas and unite in a common solution
in which all feel comfortable. We made an outdoor
spectacle in a place that most had never seen before.
We used our artistic skills and ideas to develop a theme
and scenario with the means of light (paper lanterns
and fire drawings), colours (coloured flags), music
(percussion) and movement.
Unfortunately there was not enough time to think about
costumes, to rehearse more with sound and to develop
carefully the choreography. But even with the existing
conditions we were able to assemble something beautiful
that by itself seemed complete. Something I would
recommend and what I would be interested to explore
(if we have more time) is to use more the individual skills
of each of us as artist. Each had a different experience
and background in a different area, so it would be
curious how these skills relate to one another in a
common project."
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Pafos2017 European Capital of Culture opening ceremony.

"Моята среща с организаторите Walk The Plank и
участниците от България, Литва и Кипър беше
вълнуваща и представляваше ценен опит! Научих нови
неща, които биха ми помогнали в работата ми като
визуален артист, сценограф на събития и преподавател
в Художествената Академия в София. В рамките само на
три дни успяхме да сработим екип от хора, които никога
не са се виждали преди, да измислим идеи и да се обединим
в общо решение, в което всички да се чувстват добре.
Осъществихме спектакъл на открито на място, което
повечето не бяха виждали преди. Използвахме своите
артистични умения и идеи, за да разработим тема и
сценарий, работихме със средствата на светлината
(хартиени фенери и огнени рисунки), цветовете (цветни
флагове), музиката (ударни инструменти), движението.
За съжаление времето не беше достатъчно, за да
помислим повече за костюми, да репетираме повече със
звук и да разработим внимателно хореографията си.
Но дори в тези условия успяхме да сглобим нещо красиво,
което само в себе си изглеждаше завършено. Може би
това, което бих препоръчал и това, което би ми било
интересно като посока за изследване (ако имаме повече
време), е да използваме повече индивидуалните умения
на всеки от нас като артисти. Всеки един от нас има
различен опит и работи в различна посока, така че би
било любопитно как тези умения се съотнасят едно към
друго в един общ проект.
Съществуват възможности и посоки, които при
наличието на време и творческа свобода, биха могли да
бъдат повече изследвани. Работата е екип е интересна
заради индивидуалното мислене на всеки и как общия
проект съчетава в себе си много различни изразни
средства."

Cardboard stools become hand drums in an impromptu procession.

5.2.2 Kaunas School of Spectacle 2017
and Parade

School of Spectacle 2:
Kaunas School of Spectacle 2017

“I strongly believe that such schools help the participants
not only to gain skills and knowledge but to also create
networks of friendships. At the end of the day the
benefit out of these activities goes to the societies of the
participants because art is not a food that can be eaten
only by one. Art has value only sharing it with the people“
Kaunas Creative practitioner.

The school went some way to addressing the
psychological barriers to delivering parade-making in
a post-soviet landscape, by re-imagining the civic value
and function of parade for the Lower Šanciai community.
It tackled the skills and perception gaps that had until
that point left the artistic sector believing it was not
possible to deliver a community procession in Lithuania.

The School ran from 23 - 28 April 2017 with a focus
on procession for parade and civic celebration.
It prepared the ground for the city’s first community
procession, thus developing the artistic and production
skills, and crucially the community buy-in needed
to realise the ‘Lower Šanciai Parade‘ on 18 September
2017.

Curriculum:
The first six days of the School gave creative practitioners
an opportunity to meet, share their practice, socialise,
goals set and gain hands on skills for procession
making: co-creation, mass-movement, percussion,
banner and flag making, fire drawing, puppet animation,
headdress and mask making, presentation and
visualisation skills.

Artists Vita Geluniene and Ed Carroll co-organised
the School, located in and hosted by the Lower Šanciai
Community Association and Teatro Klubas. The School
was led by Dvimiescio Kulka.
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Folded paper banners become tools for furtive protest, Lithuania.

Kaunas School
The last two days focused on teaching ‘artway of
thinking’. Here creative practitioners were put into teams
to co-develop their artistic vision and production plan
for the Lower Šanciai parade in September 2017.
Exploring a process of (i) observation, (ii) co-generation,
(iii) action and (iv) integration in groups. Then each team
presented their creative proposal to Lower Šanciai and
Kaunas stakeholders. The presentations proved to be the
catalyst needed for the procession to become real, with
schools and civic organisations choosing to take part.
Creative practitioners were given the opportunity to
reflect on their learning, de-brief and receive certificates
at the end of the School.
Creative Practitioners:
26 artists and community leaders from Lithuania,
Bulgaria, Ireland, Cyprus, Greece, Croatia and Slovakia
attended. Kaunas School had the strongest community
representation of all the schools.
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Facilitators:
11 facilitators from Lithuania, Ireland, Bali and the UK
included: Vita Geluniene and Ed Carroll who facilitated
co-creation; Brian Fleming, percussion; Catherine Young,
mass movement; I Made Sumata (Oka), Balinese ritual
prop making; Liz Pugh and Alexis K Johnson, parade
production, presentation skills, fire drawing and banner
making; Aukse Petruliene and Darius Petrulis, shadow
puppet and banner animation. Guest speakers included:
Leva Variakojyte-Reynström, Batijos Circus manager from;
Ruta Staseviciute, puppet artist; and Andrius Kurienius,
creative director, Lower Šanciai Parade.
Lithuanian facilitators Aukse Petruliene and Darius
Petrulis led ‘Marching with words‘ workshops for the
Lower Šanciai Community Association. Thirty-seven
community and cultural representatives attended the
public presentation by the creative practitioners.

Event: Lower Šančiai Parade
Between the period of the school ending and the parade
happening the Kaunas-based practitioners went on to
present the idea of a procession and disseminate their
making skills to local community participants from Lower
Šanciai. Here they mass produced the banners, masks,
head dresses, choreography and percussion developed
during the school. New local leaders emerged.
Lower Šanciai Parade used ‘Community Seats‘ as
their artistic focus, with representations of chairs
featuring across the parade. Kaunas is the European
Capital of Culture in 2022 and the word capital
(sostine) means ‘seat of power’. The ‘seat‘ represented
the power of culture to create an experience of community.
To celebrate the bottom-up and person-up culture
of Lower Šanciai. The colourful procession included
large scale ‘chair’ makes, percussion, costume and
headdresses, colourful banners and flags. Highlights
include the bus orchestra and the erection of an
oversized throne in a public park as the procession finale.
Audience Engagement:
400 Lower Šanciai community participants and artists
took part, the parade attracted an audience of 400 local
residents. There is a plan to grow this as an annual event.

Impact

Community:
For Dvimiescio Kulka the Kaunas School of Spectacle
was about working with the local community in an area
outside the city centre. According to the representatives
of Kaunas 2022, that kind of community involvement is
quite uncommon in Lithuania. Kaunas 2022 will focus
on participation, and the School has helped them
begin their goal. Jonas Buchel of Riga Urban Institute,
applauded the Kaunas School at the National Association
of Creative and Cultural Industries conference in Vilnius
(December 2017) saying “Šanciai Parade was one
of the best European examples of citizen mobilisation
in 2017”.
Civil Society:
Lithuanian co-organiser Ed Carroll said:
“The key communications message we delivered in
disseminating the model was that art and culture
became a driver for civil society from within community.
What has become clear from the process of the School
is that new community cultural models have now
emerged in Šanciai. It is increasingly highlighted in
Lithuania as a valuable practice that still faces
challenges of how to sustain the work.”
The parade attracted unprecedented participation
by the local community and re-energised local pride.
Know-how developed to equip 30+ activists/artists with
new skills and capacities for co-creation and co-operation.
And the can-do spirit transformed people and place into
a living cultural asset through capacity building.

Mask making techniques shared by local artists in Lithuania.
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Kaunas continued
Public Space:
Demonstrated experiences of ‘publicness’ have to be
imagined and spaces created to increase the bonds
between people. Community arts procession and parades
are a tool and tactic that affect the inclusion of children/
young people, people with disabilities, and older people
to be integrated into public view and community life.
Multiplier Effect:
A person-up and bottom-up process as an exemplar
that can be sustained and led to organising the Opera
School for Community Artists. It interfaces bottom-up
i.e. from community and top-down i.e. municipality
approaches to achieving social change. New forms of
interaction between institutions (schools, care centres)
and community groups/leaders has emerged.

Kaunas Feedback
40% of Creative practitioners said they had ‘definitely’
achieved their goals, with 40% stating their expectations
were even surpassed; 100% felt they had definitely
enhanced their skills and/or knowledge of outdoor arts;
71% were definitely encouraged to consider working
with participants in their practice and new audiences;
57% saw that their networking opportunities definitely
increased (36% possibly increased); and 50% assumed
their employability had definitely increased (36%
assuming it had possibly increased). [See Appendix D].
Creative participants saw the training school as a good
opportunity for meaningful cultural exchange, meeting
other artists and learning more about community
engagement. Local creative practitioners had strong
expectations related to community context. Numerous
creative practitioners expressed their satisfaction that
the School provided them with an opportunity to connect
with the local community and individuals working within
the same field.
As one local practitioner commented,
“It provided an opportunity to escape the everyday
cycle of work and home”. A similar sentiment was
shared by a creative practitioner who had recently
moved to Kaunas looking to involve himself with the
community but had until the School found few other
occasions to do so.
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Kaunas Creative practitioners explained their
School experience:
“The information and knowledge delivered by the
Walk the Plank team is clearly the result of decades
of experience and thoughtful evolution. I feel it was
invaluable and would encourage as much exposure
to that kind of expertise and work ethic as possible.”
“The process provided a much more natural means
of integration than doing lectures.”
“I was pretty excited in the new opportunities to
collaborate with artists with such different backgrounds.
I’m absolutely happy for the spirit of everybody who
wanted to collaborate and to do common projects
and will try to bring it in my own country. It was so
interesting to hear so many different stories during
the “Show & Tell” presentations! After that the ideas
for projects started to flood, people with different skills
wanted to combine with others and to do more complex
works together!”
“I have gained many local contacts that are going to
be very important when it comes to general collective
actions, as well as for the development of new projects
in the community.”
“I want to inspire my team to do small training in
Košice and mobilize our community art centers to create
parade with the topic of alive city to celebrate different
district with different groups networking and more
collaborating with group”.
“It has definitely encouraged me to connect with the
local participants and generate new ties for the
realization of the Šanciai procession. In addition, on
a personal level, I think it is very valuable time to meet
and collaborate on future projects.”
“It is interesting to discover that you don’t have to hide
your art as a copyrighted secret but can share it with
others. We imagine that we have to achieve some
final results <...> but the workshops are only means
of passing something over for others to continue.
You teach another to teach another ten.”
“I know that I will be doing something, so now I need
to identify who else will really participate and not wait
to be hired. If you organize a parade then it should be
with the intention that you are organizing it for yourself.”

Experimenting with sounds, Kaunas.

“I`had forgotten myself as an artist by getting lost in
the world of [work with children with] disabilities.
Now I feel again the joy of creativity which I had lost,
and also see a lot of what I will be able to use in
my work.”
The public who participated and witnessed the final
event saw the parade as an important mark of a growing
tradition of local life. When asked what value the parade
had for Šanciai besides the celebration, it was thought
amongst the public that it will form Šanciai symbolic
capital in making the neighboured well-known and
respected and perhaps attract more inhabitants and
motivate local incentives for future events. After the
parade creative practitioner Romualdas said: “I feel
more like living in Kaunas now. It’s not a TV but real
people who are your friends.” community participant
Triin agreed: “It’s very unexpected how connections
have been formed. It’s awesome to see active people
wanting to do things together.”
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Trainers Guerrassim Dichlier and Liz Pugh lead a discussion.

5.2.3 Plovdiv School of Spectacle 2017
and Event
“I really like the spirit of familiarity, of community we
enjoy here. There are no hidden agendas, everybody
willingly shares their ideas, experience, expertise.
We share a common vision here and it gives me the
feeling of unlimited possibilities. And I am really
happy to see that this is shared by the rest too”,
Filia, creative practitioner.
‘Bringing the Island into the City’: Plovdiv School took
place 30 September - 7 October 2017 in Bulgaria.
It resulted in an immersive installation that looked to bring
the local Adata Island into the city. The school was led
by Plovdiv 2019 Foundation together with Walk the Plank.
The school was a valuable vehicle for capacity building
local creative practitioners ahead of Plovdiv European
Capital of Culture 2019 cultural programme.
Curriculum:
The eight day school focused on site-responsive
installation. The first half of the school taught across
production, video mapping, sound design, scenography
physical theatre (mime), mobile lighting, lighting
for costume and fire drawing while providing an
opportunity for peer sharing and socialisation.
The second half of the school saw the creative
practitioners develop an installation piece. Deeply
inspired by their field visit to Adata Island, they
collected visual, audio, and sensual material in an
attempt to catch “the spirit and the soul of the island”.
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They conducted interviews to gather thoughts, memories,
and attitudes towards Adata from local people. Then,
working in smaller teams to create the artistic elements
of the event using large scale wire props, fire drawing,
aerial dance, stilt walking, physical performance, sound
design and video mapping (projection).
The last day of Plovdiv School was dedicated to
an extensive debrief of the show, with an emotional
certificate award ceremony.
Creative practitioners:
24 artists from Bulgaria, Lithuania, Ireland, Cyprus
and Greece took part. Including some of Bulgaria’s
most prominent artists and performers.
Facilitators:
8 facilitators from Bulgaria, Ireland and the UK included:
Liz Pugh, Producing; Plamen Ivanov, fire drawing; Rob
Hill, power and lighting; Guérassim Dichliev, physical
theatre; Mariya Koycheva, scenography; Petko Tanchev,
Video Mapping; Jym Darling, sound; Alexis K Johnson,
digital art; with guest speaker Vessela Statkova,
costume design.
Community Participation:
Plovdiv has no culture of delivering participatory practice.
The creative practitioners did however seek to change this
by developing an interactive and participatory element
within their installation. Demonstrating that the school
went some way to develop Bulgarian artists desire to
explore this art form.

Adata Island research, Plovdiv.

Icon design of eye inspired by Adata island visit.

Event 4:
Adata Island Installation

Introducing participatory practice:
The School provided a useful experience in participative
outdoor arts events that was otherwise lacking in
Bulgarian context. It highlighted the areas that needed
more attention in order to secure smooth communication
with local authorities and with other partners concerning
spectacle in public space.

A 40 minute immersive installation brought Adata Island,
an abandoned island in Maritsa river, back to life in the
heart of the city on 6th October 2017 in Plovdiv’s
Military square.
Performance:
The crowds saw the spirit of Adata, a stilted performer
in flowing garments, launch the spectacle. As the audience
followed her into the installation they came upon fire
performance and a series of video mapped projections
with soundscapes of the Island. Each projection was
animated differently, with aerial, a giant sphere and a huge
eye that mirrored the shape of the Island. The finale saw
fire drawings unleash the spirit of Adata Island on the city.
Audience Engagement:
A booth with an illuminated question asked the public “
What to do with Adata island?”. It collected more than
100 suggestions, comments and images that were
posted and displayed over the course of the event.
At least 200 local people attended the event, with
many more witnessing rehearsals and preparation.

Impact
Plovdiv School had a significant impact on its participants,
its organisers, the partners, and the wider communities.
Svetlana Kujumdzhieva, Artistic director, Plovdiv 2019
Foundation said; “The development of the local artists,
their potential; creating networks, also involving
international partners is one of the main goals of our project
and we see it fully met by Plovdiv School of Spectacle.
The closing event demonstrated that we have the capacity
of making such events here. It reassured my personal
vision as an artistic director that for Plovdiv ECoC opening
ceremony we have to achieve this scale of involvement
of local artists and performers as seen in Plovdiv School
of Spectacle.”

Learning on the edge:
Plovdiv School proved that a programme could and should
be intense, ambitious, and interesting. Learning on the
edge stimulates creativity and ‘learning by doing’ is an
effective tool for acquiring skills and knowledge quickly,
giving the creative practitioners the chance to present their
work to their peers fosters new partnerships and networks.
Communication:
Creative practitioners learnt good communication with
the city authorities, crucial when delivering outdoor arts.
Networking:
Letting people spend quality time together to get to know
each other is as important as ‘getting the work done’.
Participants stated that spending intense days working
together and socialising in the evening was a wonderful
way to get to know each other. How they work, what their
plans and projects are. The ‘Show and Tell’ sessions gave
creative practitioners the opportunity to present their work
in front of the others; “for me this show-and-tell is very
interesting because this is how everyone understands
and can see what your work is”
Plovdiv creative practitioner.
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Fire drawings as part of the installation in Plodiv.

Aerial dancer with projections sourced from visit to Ireland, Plodiv

New skills and knowledge:
All creative practitioners, co-organisers and facilitators
said as result of the training sessions, the intense
teamwork, and the informal friendly communication,
they had developed new skills and gained knowledge
about new techniques as well as new ways of producing
outdoor art in public space. In the Plovdiv survey
89.5% were definitely sure, 10.5% stated it was
possibly true and no one answered “no”.

and/or knowledge of outdoor arts;75% were definitely
encouraged to consider working with participants in
their practice and new audiences; 37% saw that their
networking opportunities definitely increased (53%
regarded it as possibly increased); and 40% assumed
their employability definitely increased (60% assuming
it possibly increased). [See Appendix D].

Capacity building and career prospects:
The creative practitioners’ perception of the influence
of Plovdiv School over their careers was positive and
optimistic. In fact, the School gave many participants
the chance for the first time to step out into the roles
of facilitator, event manager, safety manager or
production coordinator.
Strengthening the sector:
Plovdiv School contributed to developing the outdoor
art scene of Plovdiv in particular by bringing new
audiences into public spaces. Enhancing Plovdiv
2019’s ability to coordinate international artistic
projects, to negotiate with public authorities for
spectacle in public space and to respond quickly
to changing artistic plans.
Cultural strategy:
Plovdiv School proved there was both public and artistic
interest in reconnecting the empty and disused Adata
Island into the cultural life of Plovdiv. This was a key
strategic goal of Plovdiv 2019.

Plovdiv Feedback
Creative practitioners praised Plovdiv School for
the quality of the training, the practical approach, the
respectful and friendly communication and inspiring
atmosphere. 75% stated their goals for the school were
surpassed (25% said they had ‘definitely’ achieved
their goals); 90% definitely enhanced their skills
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Creative practitioners explained their
School experience:
“…It is different here; the facilitators have a completely
different approach. They encourage you to work, they
enable you to feel confident, to be brave, to express
your idea. They respect every idea, they listen to us
very carefully. We are all equally valued…”
Plovdiv creative practitioner
„Тук е различно; обучителите имат съвсем друг подход.
Насърчават те да работиш, подкрепят те да си уверен,
смел, да изразяваш идеите си. Уважават всяка идея,
слушат ни внимателно. Всички сме еднакво ценени...“
- Карамфила, участник в Училище за спектакли Пловдив

“We are very like-minded people and it would be nice
to see these people all year around, but hopefully
we`ll keep in touch and will work on projects together.”
Plovdiv creative practitioner
“Besides communication and networking, some big
friendships will come out of here, I think.”
Facilitator
The organisers from Plovdiv 2019 Foundation reported
they had received positive feedback from the audience
and the media. Stanislava Tasheva, Project coordinator
for Plovdiv School of Spectacle stated: “It is a breath of
fresh air to us to get all that positive feedback in the press.”
What everyone praised most was teamwork and new
friendships: “People are the best thing in this school!”,
a participant exclaimed.

Proud lantern maker shows off her work before the performance.

Percussion workshop at the Irish Aerial Centre, Limerick.

5.2.4 Limerick School of Spectacle
2017 and Event

Curriculum:
Over the School creative practitioners were immersed
in an intensive learning experience designed to expand
their skill sets across fire, performance, and aerial.
The first half of the school taught a series of hard
skills across production, aerial for crane, fire drawing,
participatory practice, lantern making, illuminated
costume, mass-movement and sound score for
performance. Creative practitioners also had the
opportunity to shared their practice with their peers.

”It has introduced me to people from varied backgrounds,
who are interested in undertaking different roles from
myself in spectacle arts. This has given me a greater
sense of teamwork, networking with a wider group
of people and considering the impact of outdoor arts on
the wider community, its social impact/potential etc.”,
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner.
Limerick City & County Council, Fidget Feet and Walk
the Plank completed the fourth training school in Limerick,
Ireland. The school was delivered 12 - 19 October
2017 with a focus on ‘spectacle’ performance. It led
to Glean Áine Alight performance on the evening of
Saturday 18 October 2017.

School of Spectacle 4:
Limerick School of Spectacle 2017
In a candidate city where the citizens still keep the
Limerick 2020 signs, the visibility of legacy projects
is inspiring and empowering. By delivering a high quality
event in Hospital, in Limerick County, Limerick City
and County Council used the School as a vehicle
to demonstrate to the public that they were still
committed to the cultural policy that is the legacy
of Limerick’s bid book.

The second half of the school saw the creative
practitioners working in teams to develop an ambitious
‘spectacle’ involving community participation, fire and
aerial. Over an intense three days they went from script
to stage. The last day gave creative practitioners space to
reflect on their learning, goal set and receive certificates.
Creative Practitioners:
25 artists from Ireland, Bulgaria, Lithuania, Cyprus
and Greece took part, made up of aerialists, community
artists and creative producers.
Facilitators:
10 facilitators from Ireland, Bulgaria and the UK; including
Alexis K Johnson, creative development and lead;
Lee Claydon, Chantal McCormick, Bryan Donaldson,
aerial and crane; Cat Cooley, Rob Hill, production
management; Plamen Ivanov on fire drawing;
Aidan Phelan, choreography; Jym Darling, sound score;
and John Wassell, production;
Community Participation:
The creative practitioners led workshops in percussion,
movement and lantern making with families from Hospital.
For most practitioners this was their first experience
working with community. And there was no lack of demand
from the community to take part. In total, 51 children and
parents returned to rehearse and perform in the show.
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Event 5: Glean Áine Alight

Impact

The performance for the people of Hospital took
as its theme and inspiration its rich crusading and
folklore history.

Reaching rural communities:
The School gave a small rural community the feeling
of being represented and recognised. It gave them
confidence to take part in the show. They were amazed
that such a spectacular outdoor art event, with aerial
dance and fire, could ever happen in their small
settlement. Together the creative practitioners ignited
local people’s interest in outdoor arts. Creative
practitioners have since been employed to help grow
the quality of Hospital’s local festival.

Performance:
The piece saw a Knight Crusader march with his army
upon the Glean‘s fairy folk. Children bearing lanterns
marched with military precision until battle commenced
in the form of a fire performance. As the Knight declared
victory a cry filled the air, and from the sky came the fire
goddess Áine with her battle fairies swirling and shrieking
over the audience. She picked the Knight out of the
audience and into the air. The finale saw the fairy folk
return and light a fire sun symbol to represent a new
day dawning for the people of Hospital.
Audience Engagement:
Many of the village’s children took part in the lantern
‘march’. The piece engaged an audience of 565 people
through word of mouth, made up of a wide demographic
of Hospital residents.

Growing and sustaining Limerick’s culture sector:
Limerick School of Spectacle has resulted in a pool
of skilled, experienced, motivated and connected
creative practitioners nourishing a culture of outdoor
arts within the city and further afield. Providing a
framework for cross-border collaboration and inter-cultural
dialogue that grows the art form of outdoor arts. It has
done this by enhancing the capacity of the local art
organisations to deliver quality outdoor art events and
to manage international projects.
Fidget Feet’s Director Chantal McCormick said:
“School of Spectacle was valuable to Fidget Feet in so
many ways. We have always wanted to work with Walk
the Plank and this EU project gave us that chance, they
are one of the most generous companies and the School
of Spectacle projects reflects their generosity to share
their expertise through training and sharing”.
Limerick City and County Council culture and arts officer,
Sheila Deegan said: The development of a Cultural
Strategy as part of bidding for ECoC presented Limerick
with an opportunity to re imagine Limerick, draw
together its indigenous creativity, reach out to citizens
as collaborators and realise a new dynamism for building
and enriching our future. School of Spectacle has done
that in so many ways”.
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Creative practioners fly as part of the live event in Hospital, County Limerick

Families from the village gather to witness the specacle.

Limerick Feedback
67% of creative practitioners said their goals for the
school were surpassed (33% said they had ‘definitely’
achieved their goals); 100% felt they had definitely
enhanced their skills and/or knowledge of outdoor arts;
67% were definitely encouraged to consider working
with participants in their practice and new audiences;
83% regarded their networking opportunities as possibly
increased; and 67% assumed their employability was
definitely increased (33% assuming it had possibly
increased). [See Appendix D].
Creative practitioners explained their
School experience:
“I gained knowledge in the production and performance
areas of spectacle/outdoor arts, which I previously
had no experience of. I learned about the process
of planning and putting on a spectacle event from
beginning to end, considering all aspects/roles.
This gave me greater understanding of how
teams work together to achieve the end result.”
What worked best for you? – “The people, both
facilitators and participants, the emphasis on group
work and teamwork, the variety of different activities,
working with different groups in each activity, eating
together, sharing through show and tell, the strong
sense of interdependence, community and being
made to feel welcome, the emphasis on positive mental
health, self-belief, affirmation and exercises encouraging
us to support each other in achieving our goals.”

Stavros Kotlas, Greece, said:
“Limerick School of Spectacle was an amazing
experience. It was a great opportunity to meet new
people, new cultures, and share 7 full days. There were
discussions, laughs, anxiety, sharing, we ate together,
we got tired together, we danced together, we enjoyed
every moment together. Limerick is a wonderful place
but Irish people are even more wonderful. They are
perfect and their hospitality was impressive. Fidget
Feet and Walk the Plank created a safe and warm
environment to share ideas, knowledge, dreams, work,
humour, time and fun.
We were all open into diving into anything new that
occurred. In a very short time we became a dynamic
group ready to act in any case. We were all one often
enough. One group. Twenty four bodies. One goal.
The production of the performance was so well
organised that we were surprised… Percussion,
aerial dance, mass movement, fireworks, sound, lights,
community, everything was combined in harmony
and a great show emerged. Aerial dance was a unique
experience for me. No gravity makes you realize the
mechanics of your own body… Let’s fly!”
Σταύρος Κόττας δημιουργός από την Αθήνα: “Η School of
Spectacle του Limerick ήταν μια εκπληκτική εμπειρία. Ήταν
μια μεγάλη ευκαιρία να συναντήσω νέους ανθρώπους, νέους
πολιτισμούς και να μοιραστούμε 7 ολόκληρες μέρες. Υπήρχαν
συζητήσεις, άγχος, μοιραστήκαμε πράγματα  τρώγαμε  μαζί,
κουραζόμασταν μαζί, χορέψαμε μαζί, απολαύσαμε κάθε στιγμή
μαζί. Το Limerick είναι ένα υπέροχο μέρος, αλλά οι Ιρλανδοί
είναι ακόμη πιο υπέροχοι. Ήταν τέλεια και η φιλοξενία τους ήταν
εντυπωσιακή. Οι Fidget Feet και Walk the Plank δημιούργησαν
ένα ασφαλές και ζεστό περιβάλλον για να μοιραστούν ιδέες,
γνώσεις, όνειρα, δουλειά, χιούμορ, εποικοδομητικός χρόνος και
διασκέδαση.
Ήμασταν όλοι ανοιχτοί σε ότι νέο συνέβαινε. Σε πολύ σύντομο
χρονικό διάστημα γίναμε μια  δυναμική ομάδα έτοιμη να
δράσουμε σε κάθε περίπτωση. Ήμασταν όλοι, μια ομάδα. Είκοσι
τέσσερα σώματα. Ένα στόχος. Η παραγωγή της παράστασης
ήταν τόσο καλά οργανωμένη που μας άφησε έκπληκτους  ...
Κρουστά, εναέριος χορός, μαζική μετακίνηση, πυροτεχνήματα,
ήχος, φώτα, η κοινότητα, τα πάντα συνδυάστηκαν σε αρμονία
και μια μεγάλη εκπομπή προέκυψε. Ο εναέριος χορός ήταν
μια μοναδική εμπειρία για μένα. Η έλλειψη βαρύτητα σας κάνει
να συνειδητοποιήσετε τη μηχανική του σώματός σας ... Ας
πετάξουμε! “
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Preparations with the Limerick Roller Derby and other community groups for the Parade.

5.2.5 Limerick School of Spectacle 2018
and Parade

School of Spectacle 5:
Limerick School of Spectacle 2018

“My greatest moment at Limerick School wasn’t only
one. The happiness of the people after the parade.
Everybody was so happy and confident in the end.
We parted as friends; we didn’t want to part and return
to our everyday lives. We wanted this to continue!”,
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner.

This school developed Limerick’s capacity to deliver
high quality large scale urban parade, using Walk the
Plank’s model of co-creation between artist makers
and community. Raising the profile of Limerick as
a cultural city locally and nationally.

„Най-страхотният момент в Училище за спектакли
Лимерик не беше само един... Колко бяха щастливи
всички след парада. Всички бяха доволни от
постигнатото, уверени в своите възможности.
Разделихме се като приятели, даже не искахме да
се разделяме и да се връщаме към всекидневието...
искахме това да продължи!“,
Yчастник в Училище да спектакли, Лимерик 2018.

Limerick School 2018 was the second school to take
place in Limerick, and the final school of the programme.
It took place 11 -18 March 2018 in the city, focused
on parading. The School was heralded by the press as
“the longest, the tallest, and the loudest parade section”
of Limerick St Patrick Day Parade on 17th March 2018.
The school was led by Limerick City & County Council
and coordinated by Fidget Feet and Walk the Plank.
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Curriculum:
The first half of the School delivered skills in parade
production, participatory practice and working with
communities, aerial dance, mass movement for parade
including flag choreography, stilt walking, puppet making
and puppeteering, costume for parade, masks and head
dresses. Creative practitioners also had the opportunity
to share their practice with their peers.
The second half of the school saw the creative
practitioners working in teams to develop a discrete
parade section. Having Limerick School 2018 participate
in this major annual city parade had multifaceted effects,
offered the creative practitioners an opportunity to work
in a real-life situation, and experience the responsibility,
while feeling the satisfaction and empowerment a
successful completion brings.
The last day gave space to creative practitioners to
reflect on their learning, de-brief the parade, goal set
and receive certificates.

Aerial dancer and bird puppet, St Patrick's Day parade.

Plamen leads the Northside Misfits in the parade, Limerick, Ireland.

Creative practitioners:
23 performers, artists and designers from Ireland,
Bulgaria, Lithuania, Cyprus, Greece, Croatia and
Slovakia took part.

Event 5: St. Patrick’s Day Parade:
‘Flying Bird Circus’

Facilitators:
11 facilitators from Ireland and the UK including Alexis K
Johnson lead; Chantal McCormick, aerial; Lee Claydon,
mass-movement; Aidan Phelan, parade director; Kerith
Ogden, makes and puppets; Naomi Parker, costume;
Martin Shannon, Kate Hodmon, Giordana Giache,
head dresses; Liz Pugh, production; and Jym Darling,
sound score.

Performance:
The parade section was made up of a number of discreet
sections: ‘Flying Bird Circus’. A mobile aerial rig featured
a bird dancing to the specially composed sound track DJ’d
by a ‘Raving Raven’. From the sky swooped aerialist ‘birds’
from two cranes. Back on the ground creative practitioners
and community participants dressed with bird head
dresses and flamboyant costumes performed flag and
roller choreography, percussion, and giant bird puppets
teased the audience.

Community Participation:
Creative practitioners gained the experience of
delivering community workshops and rehearsals in
prop making, mass-movement and percussion with
West End Youth Centre, Misfits and Limerick Roller
Derby. 25 of who performed in the parade.

Everything the creative practitioners worked on during
the School was presented at the St. Patrick’s Day Parade.

Audience Engagement:
The community participants contributed hugely to the look
and feel of the parade section. The ‘Limerick Roller Derby’
group slalomed down the parade on wheels in hooped
skirts. The Northside Misfits performed percussion, a first
for the ladies. The appearance of Limerick School 2018 in
the St. Patrick’s Day Parade had a positive impact on the
City’s sense of local pride, leading on national television
and newspapers. 50,000 people watched the parade.

Impact
Artistic profile:
Irish national broadcast news led with the School’s parade
section when reporting on St Patrick’s Day across Ireland,
the first time Limerick has taken Dublin’s ‘top slot’.
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Empowerment: growing in eight days:
That feeling of assurance in one’s own abilities has
been observed in all editions of School of Spectacle.
What was unique to Limerick School 2018 was it gave
support and engendered a sense of confidence in female
creative practitioners who, for various personal reasons,
have been out of the field and now are returning to their
professional lives. For them, Limerick School 2018 has
“shot high up in the air”, as Diana, creative practitioner,
put it.
New approaches:
Being encouraged to step out of their professional
comfort zone and try something new brought new
discoveries and insights and enriched the creative
practitioners’ knowledge of outdoor arts.
Kindness:
The caring atmosphere was noted many times during
the interviews and the group discussions. As has
become typical for all editions of School of Spectacle,
the relationships formed were not just about networking.
Warm feelings and friendships grew too.

Limerick Feedback
58% of creative practitioners felt their goals for the
school were surpassed (28% said they had ‘definitely’
achieved their goals); 93% definitely enhanced their
skills and/or knowledge of outdoor arts; 86% were
definitely encouraged to consider working with
participants in their practice and new audiences;
36% saw that their networking opportunities definitely
increased (64% as possibly increased); and 57%
assumed their employability had definitely increased
(43% assuming it had possibly increased).
[See Appendix D].
Aerial dancing and stilt walking was praised as life
changing experience by some of the creative practitioners.
Puppeteering skills were tested in harsh windy conditions
helping practitioners aquire an understanding of
safety precautions. Costume and masks making were
recongnised as useful skills for future projects. Working
with community members, accommodating and inspiring
them to perform and feel well in the parade was highly
praised by those practitioners involved with the
communities.

“Everybody showed kindness, courtesy… It was natural
to care for each other, to support each other instead of
being competitive or have this feeling of awkwardness
among strangers” Limerick 2018 creative practitioner.
It is perhaps not so surprising to observe that the active
communication in social media between people involved
in School of Spectacle continues months after the
schools are complete.

The School proved to be both inspirational and
empowering. Creative practitioners liked the facilitators,
the organisation, the caring and respectful atmosphere,
the involvement of everyone in the school, and the
rewarding interpersonal communication.

New collaborations:
The creative practitioners valued greatly the new
connections they had made, most assumed these
networks would result in new partnerships and projects.
Again, Show and Tell sessions prove to be a major trigger
for seeking partnerships. Having many opportunities
for conversations, spending time together, working
together – all these provided the right environment for
ideas and plans to start forming.

“I am so impressed at the significance placed on care
by both Fidget Feet and Walk the Plank. Embedding
this ethos of care of both participants/volunteers/team
members and importantly self-care of the artist
practitioner was refreshing and encouraging.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner

When new skills and approaches are immediately put
into practice, when new acquaintances bring inspiring
examples of creative work from across Europe – then
something inevitably starts to hatch… Indeed, many
creative practitioners shared that they had subsequently
been conceiving new projects during the Limerick School
and some have already put these ideas into action.
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Creative practitioners explained their School
experience:

“I feel inspired by all the people I see here in the Show
and tell and by the projects they develop on their own.”,
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner
Keeping the network active was outlined as crucial
for maintaining the achieved results. Also keeping the
educational process active through social media.
“I really hope you guys get permanent funding to bring
this school all over the world. The benefit of participating
is immeasurable to participants, on an educational social
and even emotional level. It is such a great experience
and I really commend your work. I would jump at the
chance to do it again!”,
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner

5.3 Partner Meetings
The school brought together the Academy partnership
through a series of online and face-to-face meetings.
Providing anopportunity to:
• Build a collaborative relationship;
• Identify cultural capacity building and audience
development needs around spectacle making in
each host city;
• Develop the pedagogic model and curriculum
• Report on the Schools of Spectacle and events; and
• Reflect on learning, legacy and best methods of
sharing lessons learnt.
The Partner kick off Meeting in Salford brought the
Academy together for the first time over three days
in January 2017. June provided another opportunity to
meet online, followed by an October face-to-face partner
meeting in Plovdiv 2017 where partners could observe
both the school and installation event. Another online
meeting in December closed the year, with partners
agreeing the final school should consolidate and
represent the best curriculum elements of the previous
four schools, and an increase in international places.
The final partner meeting was held in Limerick in
March 2018. Again partners were able to observe the
final school and the large scale parade. The discussion
outlined some of the major benefits and important
outcomes of School of Spectacle from the partners’
point of view. The most important topic of this
conclusive partner meeting in Limerick was how
to ensure sustainability of the results achieved and
how to further develop the School of Spectacle to
include new partner cities and to develop new skill sets.
Four site visits to the four host cities were made
between the co-organisers and lead partners.
This was crucial for planning the schools and events.

Partner meeting brings the people together for the first time.

In total 39 professionals from the international Academy
partnership met face-to-face to discuss, plan, share and
reflect. [Appendix B]
Walk the Plank’s co-founder Liz Pugh said:
“We’ve been making work in the UK for twenty five years,
and it’s sometimes hard to reach beyond the limits of our
small island, or be something other than a tourist when we
visit other European countries. The opportunity to sustain
creative relationships with amazing makers, thinkers,
performers, designers from diverse disciplines across
eight European countries has already enriched the wider
organisation, as well as those who directly participated
in the Schools of Spectacle.
To see artists from a small island on the south eastern
most tip of Europe making work with artists from the north
western edges of Europe, and re-inventing their traditions
of procession, magic, making and civic celebration in
new ways was profoundly exciting. At Walk the Plank,
we will draw on those new skills and creative relationships
in our future projects. And we already see the ripples
extending wider than we had imagined: our marketing
officer who spent time in the little circus space in Kaunas
got a taste for international working, as the School in
Lithuania opened her eyes to new horizons… she’s now
left us to run a European circus network based in Paris!
And invitations arrive monthly to see new work created
by a Bulgarian digital artist working with an Irish aerial
dancer, or a Cypriot artist collaborating with a Lithuanian
choreographer… all as a direct result of Creative Europe’s
investment in our desire to connect people and ideas from
the edges of Europe to new audiences. Meanwhile, the
memory of working with teachers from 30 primary schools
in Pafos, giving them the confidence to use creative
practice daily; and subsequently leading them and their
pupils in an amazing procession as part of the Capital
of Culture celebrations will remain with me forever!”
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5. Activity and Impact

5.4 Network and collaboration
The closed Facebook group EU School of Spectacle
was created in Oct 2016 in compliance with the
communication strategy of the project. New members
joined at each school, and by the end of July 2018 the
group encompasses 121 members: creative practitioners,
facilitators, and organisers.
Sharing content regularly has created a virtual network
for creative practitioners to connect, collaborate and
promote opportunities. Helping creative practitioners
to think beyond their geographical location.
Group members actively shared content at each School.
There are more than 500 photos published, in addition
to numerous personal accounts and albums shared on
the page with other members. Quite a lot of likes and
comments have been generated since October 2016.
The photographs from the Schools show: training
sessions, people doing things like animating giant puppets,
lighting fire drawings, hanging from cranes and trees –
aerial dancing, doing stilt walking, having a drink, enjoying
each other’s company. The live events were of special
interest; and some media coverage links were shared too.
At the time of the closing of each School edition there
were thank you posts and then, some posts about
meet-ups started to emerge; along with the reunion
photos from the next school editions.
Some members travelled and met up again with fellow
practitioners; and others collaborated on projects.
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Example of collaboration:
Nathalie (Irish), who will do a Master degree at an arts
college in Cyprus in 2019, shared with the group her
second visit to Pafos in 2018. She had an idea of going
to Cyprus to do an MA, and after joining Pafos School
of Spectacle in the end of 2016, making friends with local
artists, getting to know the situation on the spot, Nathalie
decided to go for it. Photos of her with Stavros, Sotirula,
Andreas, brought out many likes, comments, and greetings
in the Facebook group.
Nathalie hopes to have the chance to visit Bulgaria in
2019. During Plovdiv’s year as European capital of
culture, Plamen, a fellow creative practitioner, is making
Aylyak parade where they are thinking of collaborating
together.
A useful part of the posts in the group are the
opportunities and open call links shared, job vacancies
and training opportunities. There is also sharing of training
materials, ideas and work tips. The group also provides
a supportive platform for creative practitioners to share
new achievements that have happened in response to the
School experience: “Just led a procession as an artist
campaign to repeal the abortion laws, will send pics soon!
Used all my skills from school of spectacle so thank you
guys!” 13 Apr, 2018. “Bringing Guerassim’s fun games to
our warm ups at Aerial Cirque. A new favourite” Dublin,
Ireland, 30 Oct 2017. “Lantern making skills are being
used in making the design of the Eternal Voyages show
by Walk the Plank in Pafos. I really enjoy it!”

6. Sharing the story of international collaborators

Working with local teachers and volunteers, Pathos, Cyprus.

Collaboration
The creative practitioner stories presented in this
section illustrate School of Spectacle's value in
mobilising new international creative collaboration.

Getting closer with local artists
Sara Cross, Niamh Bowen and Kaya Brennan
Sara Cross had never worked in bigger teams before
Limerick School of Spectacle 2018 and having arrived
three years ago from the US, did not know any of the
Limerick Creative practitioners. A month later she has
employed both her new skills and new connections in
the project she has been preparing for World Wide Knit
in Public Day. On 9th of June, in the centre of Limerick,
there was an area where people could try knitting and
crocheting, do some stitch work or just hang around and
have coffee, all absolutely free. The other project Sara
is working on is a big exhibition to raise awareness on
cystic fibrosis. Sara is collaborating on these projects
with Kaya and Niamh, newly met at the school and
like-minded makers from the area. Sara will also be
collaborating with Lumen Theatre, facilitators at
Limerick School of Spectacle 2018, to produce the
annual Halloween parade.
Sara feels confident about her future endeavours:
“Because I had the opportunity to organise sections
of a project, to work with assistance and with a team
here in the School of Spectacle I was able to actually

grow and expand my ability how to pull a team together
and work within a group like that. And I feel I will be able
to organise a lot better, to work more efficiently.”

Broadened horizons
Nathalie El Baba travels to Cyprus
Nathalie El Baba arrived at Cyprus for the first time
when she joined Pafos School of Spectacle in 2016.
She said she has made many friends but has become
especially close with Noemi Beres and Costas Nearchou.
She also enjoyed the place: the sun, the sea, the
easygoing atmosphere. The idea of coming back to
Cyprus started to form from that first visit. Moreover,
Nathalie, who is a seasoned and dedicated outdoor
arts practitioner, was already considering applying
for a master of arts at a Cypriot college of arts near Pafos.
Now that her children have left home, Nathalie feels she
can have time for herself so she will go to Cyprus for nine
months to join the masters programme. “Having made
the connections I have made in Pafos makes me feel
that I am not going to a strange place. I have already a
network of people there with whom i can work together…”
In spring 2018, shortly after commencing the Limerick
School 2018, Nathalie went on a one week trip to Pafos
where she met her new friends: Costas, Sotirula, Noemi.
In September 2018, she went back to Cyprus:
a place that is no longer strange to her.
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6. Sharing the Story continued

Finding the right match
Petko Tanchev and Ria Murphy
Petko and Ria met at Kaunas School of Spectacle.
For Petko, it was the second school he attended,
and the third one, in Plovdiv, he joined as facilitator
in 3D mapping and projections, his specialization and
a discipline he teaches in the National Academy for
Theatre and Film Arts in Sofia, Bulgaria.
For Ria, an aerialist in her own, Dublin based aerial
company, Kaunas School of Spectacle was an opportunity
to meet international artists and exchange new artistic
ideas with them. Indeed, the Show and Tell sessions,
at which each participant shared their work in five minute
presentations, highighted some probable collaborations,
but Ria shared that seeing Petko’s work was a revelation.
She had been thinking of having some projections on the
facades behind her team’s vertical dancing and it felt
that Petko was the right artist she had been looking for.
They started to plan their collaboration already in Kaunas
and continued to work remotely through the summer of
2017. In the beginning of September, they met in Dublin
where they delivered their first collaborative show:
a performance at Dublin Culture Night. The audience
was enthralled.

Ria and Petko worked again together for the final event
of Plovdiv School of Spectacle where the Ria’s delicate
performance was the right match for the fascinating 3D
projection of the wild nature of Adata island that Petko
and his team had prepared.

Make it happen

Gediminas Kubilius
Gediminas, a Kaunas-based Creative practitioner,
attended School of Spectacle after having little
involvement in the Kaunas art scene. Gediminas
regularly painted in his own home looking out onto
the countryside, often painting a tree which sat in the
distance he had seen grow over the years. He often
imagined creating a show incorporating the tree, fire
and performance but with little know how, health and
safety knowledge and contacts, was unable to make
it happen.
Hoping to involve himself within the art community
Gediminas applied to the School of Spectacle. Here,
Gediminas was able to work amongst other creative
practitioners and gain knowledge, experience and advice
from experienced artist facilitators. Gediminas was
appointed ‘Fire Safety Advisor’ for the end of school
show which helped him consider fire precautions
and procedures while working with the creative team
to ensure their artistic vision was met.
Since School of Spectacle, Gediminas along with new
friends and colleagues, is designing and project managing
a fire drawing show, as well as exhibiting his paintings in
and around Kaunas which he believes would otherwise
not have happened.
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Limerick Creative Practitioners stilt walking, Limerick St Patricks Day Parade.

7.1 Marketing & Communications

7.1 Marketing & Communication
Collaboration, the exchange of ideas, and the shared
learning perspectives drawn from different cultures
and artistic disciplines lie at the heart of our School of
Spectacle process.
While physical attendance at each school was an
important part of the alchemy, we were keen to leverage
the power of social media and digital technology to keep
practitioners connected.
While not all countries enjoy the same level of digital
connectivity, an additional element of the School
of Spectacle learning process was to give creative
practitioners the skills and confidence to use digital
platforms to promote both the wider project and their
own creative outputs.
A recurring issue faced by many creative practitioners
is a sense of isolation. The focus on artistic pursuits can
sometimes lead to insularity and a loss of confidence in
building and developing networks that might otherwise
help ideas to flourish and support artistic and
commercial sustainability.
By setting up a low-cost digital platform using Facebook
and a #schoolofspectacle handle, our aim was to ensure
that practitioners from each school remained in contact
beyond the week’s duration, and sustained the creative
dialogue by staying in touch.

An additional aim was to show them how they could
sustain their practice by thinking beyond geographical
constraints and ideas of borders, and in doing so,
develop peer to peer networks. Digital networks know
no boundaries, so why should they?
At our School of Spectacle partners meeting held in
Salford, in January 2017, Walk the Plank’s Marketing team
delivered training presentations in both traditional media
and comms practice (such as the writing of press
releases and promotion of outdoor events through leaflets)
and the effective use of social media and digital platforms.
The latter proved to be particularly popular and led to our
Marketing Manager, an MA graduate in digital marketing
strategies, to deliver hands-on workshops to both the
Kaunas and Limerick schools.
By thinking about the power of social media, creative
practitioners were encouraged through these workshops
to document their work and the learning process on
their phones, and also with the help of a dedicated
photographer capturing content. This enabled each
school to showcase its outcomes through a more
dynamic, social-media friendly storyboard narrative.
It also got students into the habit of thinking about
sharing content, particularly around the creative process
and important moments of shared creative discovery.
Capturing video footage for each school not only provided
important documentary evidence but helped explain to
other schools the collaborative learning process, and the
developmental journey made from training towards a
final event.
We know this process gave practitioners the confidence
and self-awareness to continue documenting their shared
learning process, and to think beyond the parameters of
their classroom experience.

Teacher and pupil from a local school in Pafos.
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7.2 Dissemination

Puppet making, Kaunas.

7.2 Dissemination
The partnership has promoted the School of Spectacle
and shared the lessons learned at 19 international
events and cultural conferences between 2017 and
2018, including:
• Creative Europe/British Council in Kyiv
• Chernihiv
• Manchester
• IETM plenary meetings in Port and Brussels
• ESRA in Koblenz
• Social Arts Practice Forum in Vilnius, Lithuania
• Amsterdam Placemaking Week
• Plovdiv 2019 Foundation launch
• School of Citizen Artist in Kaunas
• Chambers Ireland Excellence in Local Govt
Awards, Dublin
• Municipal District of Cappamore-Killmallock, Limerick
And also the planned dissemination of this report
(see Appendix C).
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8. Conclusion

Participants during the fire drawing workshop, Plovidv.

8. Conclusion
Capacity Building - Training and Education:
School of Spectacle has capacity built almost 100
European creative practitioners from eight European
countries to explore the relationship between arts,
place and community in new ways. Ways which
challenge traditional thinking about the relationship
between public space, the people who live in and
around that space and collaborative artist working.
Transnational Experience:
School of Spectacle has built one of the few models
of its type to bring communities, artists and events
together specifically around a training programme.
The model that has been developed is also adaptable
for use in slightly different financial configurations
to make it more affordable for cultural organisations.

What we mean by this is that our “ideal model” is a
multi-partner, transnational school where practitioners
from several different countries take part in each school,
but the programme can be applied flexibly according to
different levels of available funding. To give one example,
if one partner city or organisation has a very specific
need to introduce a more local capacity building
programme – say in support of a European Capital
of Culture or as a response to a cultural strategy –
it would be possible to hold a school focusing primarily
on training practitioners from the host city or country.
This would be less costly in terms of travel and
accommodation for the hosts, though of course
it would lack some of the amazing transnational
learning and networking our “ideal model” offers.
Developing new audiences:
Working deep within communities has generated a
different set of relationships between communities and
artists. This has had three audience development benefits:
• Creating a stronger bond between communities and
artistic programmes within their cities
•M
 aking artists much more aware of community
interests and drivers so their work ultimately
becomes more attractive to a community audience
• How to involve communities and community arts
organisations in major spectacles.
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8. Conclusion

Testing New Business Models:
Whilst the testing and development of new business
models was not a key objective in the application, it
does form an unexpected and positive outcome around
this Creative Europe priority.
In particular, this project has raised and explored a
number of significant issues about artists working in
public spaces and how they interact with the communities
who live in and share that space. It has enabled artists
and community leaders to challenge many assumptions
about art and communities.
This includes finding ways to develop a community
cultural programme which avoids the feeling about
imported events being “done to” the community.
It demonstrates that it is possible to avoid creating
a gap between “community events” and “major events”
instead showing how it is possible for major events
and capacity-building to go hand in hand.
It also includes the establishment of a model to support
the development in a number of, especially small to
medium sized, European cities of a core of outdoor
arts producers and to provide them with the opportunity
to design and work with major international festivals.
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Fire drawing and performance workshop, Plovdiv.

Democratised ‘spectacle’ making:
The legacy of the project has been for partner
organisations/cities (especially ECoCs) to have built
and retained a pool of skilled, experienced, motivated
and connected creative practitioners that support and
sustain a culture of outdoor arts practice. This in turn
helps to service and grow audiences.
School of Spectacle granted the partners with the
opportunity to learn from each other and share
experience and resources. The partners are now
regarding the emerging creative practitioners as
prospective employees in future creative projects,
building on their enhanced capacity to deliver large
scale events. The partners also recognised that
fruitful community engagement comes from making
art with the community not to the community.

Strengthened the European outdoor arts sector:
Each European Capital of Culture partner city has
ambitions to hold an opening ceremony or celebration
that is distinctive in terms of local identity, and
professionally delivered at that pivotal moment when
the eyes of the world are on that location. The legacy
of ‘School of Spectacle’ has been developing capacity
to deliver such events with teams that are led by each
host country. A key example of this was the Pafos
2017 Opening Ceremony where the facilitators on
Pafos School of Spectacle were Artistic Directors and
Production Managers, and where the show involved
the local creative practitioners and community
participants, trained in the Pafos School of
Spectacle autumn 2016 for the spectacular
participatory performance.
Each partner city also has a cultural strategy.
The new inter/national artistic collaborations formed
through School of Spectacle will support the partner
cities in providing a sustained cultural programme
through the development of a stronger cohort of
outdoor arts practitioners and more sustainable
community buy-in.
Example: Bulgarian ‘Fire Theatre’ company led by
Plamen Radev and Elena Pap, are leading on a large
scale outdoor parade ‘Ayliak Parade’, which will rely
on community involvement for its realisation. It has
been officially selected for the Plovdiv European
Capital of Culture 2019 programme. As Plamen
explained, the experience of working with communities
that School of Spectacle provided has been invaluable
for their community work in Plovdiv:
“In our current project we work a lot with people the
same age as those I have worked with in Limerick and
my partner noticed: ‘Oh, you do seem to have an approach
with them. They like you and they like to chat with you’.
And I think it was because I had worked with the Misfits.”

Resilient as a network of smaller European cities:
The project has enabled host and candidate European
Capitals of Culture to co-operate and network
internationally in order to facilitate access to a two-way
exchange of knowledge that will continues at least as
long as ECoC continues.
The exchange of expertise and learning will continue
through the sustained international collaboration
between creative practitioners, facilitators and the
project partnerships. Increasing access to professional
opportunities and employability.
Example: It was the design of the School of Spectacle
to promote creative practitioners into facilitators in
the later editions of the School. This was the case for
Lumen Theatre (Limerick, Ireland) and Fireter (Sofia,
Bulgaria), to name a few. The opportunity to gain
experience in facilitating a practical training in a
multinational group boosted their careers and offered
them new working opportunities. Fireter team
have subsequently worked as mentors at Manchester
Day Parade in 2018 and Lumen Theatre won the
application to run the Limerick Halloween Parade 2018.
Informed learning around outdoor arts to
develop audiences:
The training encouraged discussion around different
models for participation and inclusion within outdoor
arts ‘spectacle’ making, giving some creative
practitioners their first experience of participatory
practice to work directly with community members
across procession and performance.
Example:
Diana Tankova, creative practitioner, who is now working
as programme and projects expert at Plovdiv Foundation
2019, shared in her evaluation interview that she was
inspired and motivated from working with communities
at Limerick School of Spectacle: “For me this was
an example, an inspirational point what to do here in
Bulgaria. I would like to see this kind of community
involvement in Bulgaria too. I wish we have more art
done with communities.”
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8. Conclusion

8.1 Next Steps
There is widespread enthusiasm on the part of project
partners and creative participants to sharing the model,
sustain the network and build on the project success.
Continue to share the learning:
Circulate the report using the partnership extensive
networks to circulate the report signposting interested
readers to the more extensive report and library of film,
videos and testimonials. Including Candidate Network,
EEFA, ECoC network, Creative Europe desks and IETM.
Sharing with the ECoC network will very much support
initiatives to encourage transnational action learning
and capacity building.
Sustain the network:
The partners would like to keep the network of creative
practitioners and facilitators active: through regular
updates, promotion of working opportunities and sharing
learning resources. The option to turn the closing events
of the schools of spectacle into annual tradition has
been also discussed as a way to keep the spirit of the
project alive and active.
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Fire drawing for Pafos, Cyprus

New European Cooperation Project Application:
A follow application was developed for the last Creative
Europe call. This application involved continued support
from our partners in Limerick, Kaunas and Plovdiv,
together with new partners from Croatia, Greece, UK
and Luxembourg. Unfortunately, due to a technical issue
with document submission the application did not proceed
to evaluation stage. However, all partners are committed
to re-submitting the application in the Autumn call 2018.
There have been a number of initial discussions with
new partners about delivering a slightly different model
of the School which is more focused on the “host city”
and participatory practice. We think that this is an
important development in broadening options from the
original model. Sharing expertise in developing funding
and organisational models is critical, given that it is not
always possible for training and capacity building to
be supported by traditional ‘cultural’ funding.

Stilt-walker in Plodiv rehearsing for the event.

Appendix A

Appendix A

A2 Filmed documentation

Communication

A short film of each training school including
interviews can be found via the following links:

A1 Digital platforms
Website
http://walktheplank.co.uk/learning/schoolofspectacle
Social Media
#SchoolofSpectacle
Creative practitioner Facebook group network
www.facebook.com/groups/EUschoolofspectacle

Pafos School of Spectacle 2016 and Events
https://vimeo.com/193061442
https://vimeo.com/201839096
Pafos Opening Ceremony
https://vimeo.com/201839095
Kaunas School of Spectacle 2017
https://vimeo.com/247301886
https://vimeo.com/234035282
Kaunas Parade 2017
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krvyWwMTyWU
Author: Arvydas Liorančas 2017
Plovdiv School of Spectacle 2017 and Event
https://vimeo.com/245339765
Limerick School of Spectacle 2017 and Event
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dR9XhqN8In4
https://vimeo.com/271086851
Limerick School of Spectacle 2018 and Parade
https://vimeo.com/271066542/b10209a8ba
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Appendix B
Appendix B Outputs
B1 Output Summary Table
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B2 School of Spectacle Organisations
Organisations

Freelancers by Country

WTP - Walk the Plank, UK

BG - Bulgaria

PF - Pafos 2017, CY

UK - United Kingdon

PV - Plovdiv Foundation 2019, BG

IE - Ireland

DK - Dvimiescio Kulka; LI

LI - Lithuania

LCCC - Limerick City & County Council, IEFF Fidget Feet, IE

B2.1 Table of Creative Practitioner Nationality
No Countries
(8)

Pafos
School of
Spectacle
2016

Pafos
Opening
Ceremony
2017

Kaunas
School of
Spectacle
2017

Kaunas
Šanciai
Parade
2017

Plovdiv
School of
Spectacle
2017

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2017

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2018

Places
per
country

17

2

3

26

2

3

2

36

Bulgaria

2

2

Lithuania

1

18

Ireland

1

2

2

17

13

35

Cyprus

14

1

1

2

1

24

1

2

1

2

6

1

1

1

2

5

Greece

10

UK (inc

Northern Ireland)

Croatia

1

Slovakia

1
18

5

26

1
10

24

25

23
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B2.2 Table of Creative Practitioner Attendance
Pafos School
of Spectacle
2016

Pafos
Opening
Ceremony
2017

Kaunas School
of Spectacle
2017

Kaunas
Šanciai
Parade 2017

Plovdiv
School of
Spectacle
2017

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2017

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2018

17

5

26

10

24

25

23

Creative Practitioners
TOTAL: 131
[34 attended more than one school]

B2.3 Table of Facilitator Nationality
Pafos School
of Spectacle
2016

Pafos
Opening
Ceremony
2017

Kaunas
School of
Spectacle
2017

Kaunas
Šanciai
Parade
2017

Bulgarian

Plovdiv
School of
Spectacle
2017

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2017

4

1

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2018

Lithuania

7

Ireland

2

1

6

7

3

3

4

8

10

11

Cyprus

2

2

UK

6

2

2

8

4

11

54

2

2

B2.4 Table of Facilitator Attendance
Pafos School
of Spectacle
2016

Pafos
Opening
Ceremony
2017

Liz
Pugh (WTP)

Galatia
Ed
Georgiou (PF) Carroll (LI)

Ed
Carroll (LI)

Liz Pugh
(WTP)

Alexis K
Johnson
(WTP)

Alexis K
Johnson
(WTP)

John
Wassell
(WTP)

Antreas
Sophokleous
(PF)

Vita
Geluniene (LI)

Vita
Geluniene (LI)

Alexis K
Johnson
(WTP)

John Wassell
(WTP)

Chantal
McCormick
(FF)

Alexis K
Johnson
(WTP)

John
Wassell
(WTP)

Liz
Pugh (WTP

Rob Hill (UK)

Chantal
McCormick
(FF)

Aidan
Phelan (IE)

Sammi Gabb
(WTP)

Liz Pugh
(WTP)

Alexis K
Johnson
(WTP)

Mariya
Cat
Koycheva (PV) Cooley (FF

Naomi
Parker (UK)

Adam
Platten (WTP)

Catherine
Young (IE)

Petko
Tanchev (PV)

Lee
Clayden (FF)

Kerith
Ogden (UK)

Helen
Davies (UK)

Brian
Fleming (IE)

Guérassim
Dichliev (PV)

Jym
Darling (FF)

Liz
Pugh (WTP)

Galatia
Georgiou (PF)

I Made
Sumata (LI)

Jym
Darling (FF)

Rob
Hill (UK)

Lee
Clayden (FF)

Georgia
Doetzer (PF)

Andrius
Kurienius (LI)

Vessela
Statkova (PV)

Plamen
Ivanov (PV)

Jym
Darling (FF)

Darius
Petrulis (LI)

Aidan
Phelan (IE)

Martin
Shannon (IE)

Leva
VariakojytėReynström (LI)

Ria
Murphy (IE)

Kate
Hodmon (IE)

Kaunas School Kaunas
of Spectacle
Šanciai
2017
Parade 2017

Limerick
Plovdiv School
School of
of Spectacle
Spectacle
2017
2017

Rūta
Stasevičiūtė
(LI/UK)
8

4

11

Limerick
School of
Spectacle
2018

Giordana
Giache (IE)
2

8

10

11

Facilitators TOTAL: 38
[16 delivered more than one school]
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B2.5 Table of Community Participant Attendance
Pafos School
of Spectacle
2016

Pafos Opening
Ceremony
2017

Kaunas School
of Spectacle
2017

Kaunas
Šanciai
Parade 2017

Limerick School
of Spectacle
2017

Limerick School
of Spectacle
2018

School teachers
- 33

Aarhus/Pafos
Choir - 60

Šanciai
community - 11

Parade
members – 200

Families from
Hospital - 51

Roller
Derby - 17

Young
Dancers - 24

Pitch
audience - 36

Misfits - 8

Windsock
Weavers
Participants - 75
Lantern
Participants from
various schools 250
33
Community Participants
TOTAL: 955

56

409

47

200

51

25

B3.1 Table of Partner Roles
Role

Pafos School of
Spectacle 2016

Pafos
Opening 2017

Kaunas School
of Spectacle
2017

Kaunas Šanciai
Parade 2017

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle
2017

Limerick School
of Spectacle
2017

Limerick School
of Spectacle
2018

Project/Creative Director

Liz
Pugh (WTP)

Liz
Pugh (WTP)

Ed
Carroll (LI)

Ed
Carroll (LI)

Alexis K
Johnson (WTP)

Alexis K
Johnson (WTP)

Alexis K
Johnson (WTP)

Alexis K
Johnson (WTP)

John
Wassell (WTP)

Vita
Geluniene (LI)

Vita
Geluniene (LI)

Svetlana
Kuyumdzhieva
(PV)

Sheila
Deegan (LCCC)

Sheila
Deegan (LCCC)

Georgia
Doetzer (PF)

Georgia
Doetzer (PF)

Alexis K
Johnson (WTP)

Darius
Petrulis (LI)

Aoife Potter
Cogan (LCCC)

Aoife Potter
Cogan (LCCC)

Asta
Urbonaviciene
(DK)

Asta
Urbonaviciene
(DK)

Chantal

Chantal
McCormick (FF)

McCormick (FF)

Aidan
Phelan (IE)
Project Manager /
Coordinator

Production
Manager /
Coordinator
(inc Community
Engagement)

Finance Manager
/ Coordinator

Indrė
Bielevičiūtė (LI)

Stanislava
Tasheva (PV)

Juley-Ann
Collins (FF)

Juley-Ann
Collins (FF)

Danielle
Chinn (WTP)

Danielle
Chinn (WTP)

Danielle
Chinn (WTP)

Danielle
Chinn (WTP)

Rob Hill (UK)

Rob Hill (UK)

Danielle Chinn
(WTP)

Danielle
Chinn (WTP)

Danielle
Chinn (WTP)

Stanislava
Tasheva (PV)

Evelyn Noonan
(LCCC)

Evelyn
Noonan (LCCC)

Alex
Neidert (UK)

Alex
Neidert (UK)

Alex
Neidert (UK)

Alex
Neidert (UK)

Agnieszka
Predka (WTP)

Agnieszka
Predka (WTP)

Agnieszka
Predka (WTP)

Agnieszka
Predka (WTP)

Agnieszka
Predka (WTP)

Neil Peterson
(UK)

Benediktas
Gelūnas (LI)

Vaso
Margelou (PF)

Sammi
Gabb (WTP)

Sammi Gabb
(WTP)

Antreas

Lindsay

Sophokleous (PF)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Terpsoula
Vasou (PF)

Terpsoula
Vasou (PF)

Alex
Neidert (UK)
Anthea
Turner (WTP)
Evaluator

Sigita
Sigita (DK)

Sigita
Sigita (DK

Benediktas
Gelūnas (LI)

Vassilka
Shishkova (BG)

Vassilka
Shishkova (BG)
Neil
Peterson (UK)

MarComs

Administration
Relationship
Officer

Susan
Burnell (WTP)

Tom
Warman (WTP)

Susan
Burnell (WTP)

Susan
Burnell (WTP)

Susan
Burnell (WTP)

Susan
Burnell (WTP)

Susan
Burnell (WTP)

Radost
Ivanova (PV)

Juley-Ann
Collins (FF, Ie)

Juley-Ann
Collins (FF, Ie)

Lindsay

Lindsay

Lindsay

Lindsay

Lindsay

Lindsay

Lindsay

Bradshaw (WTP)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Bradshaw (WTP)

Galatia
Georgiou (PF)
12

Alexandra
Dimitrova (PL)
11

International Delivery Team TOTAL: 36

12

8

14

14

16
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B3.2 Partnership meeting attendance
Pafos
School of Programme
Spectacle Kick Off
site visit
Meeting
meeting
5

TOTAL 83

58

2

Plovdiv
School of
Spectacle
site visit
meeting

Salford
Kick Off
Partner
Meeting 1

Kaunas
School of
Spectacle
site visit
meeting

4

25

3

Limerick
Plovdiv
School of Online
Partner
Spectacle Partner
Meeting
site visit
Meeting 2
3
meeting
9

7

9

Online
Partner
Meeting
4
7

Limerick
Partner
Meeting 5
12
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C Dissemination and Collaboration
C1 Table of Dissemination

Conference / Event

Dates

Location

Audience /
Reach

Partner

Content

The Faro Convention
Approach and Urban
Regeneration

11 November
2016

Vilnius,
Lithuania

20

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Invited to make presentation about the Kaunas School of Spectacle
andthe Šanciai Parade to the Council of Europe Faro Convention
Workshop in Vilnius.

Cultural Ciudadania
(3rd meeting
Culture & Citizenship)

28-29th
September
2017

Madrid,
Spain

265

Walk the Plank

Liz as key note speaker talking about co-creation in the context of parades and
processions, using Lithuania School of Spectacle as a case study for an audience
of Spanish arts managers and artists. At invitation of the Secretary of State for
Culture, Spain.

Plovdiv Foundation
2019 Cultural
Programme Launch

September
2017

Plovdiv,
Bulgaria

50

Plovdiv
Foundation
2019

Shared the story of School of Spectacle - screened the video of Plovdiv
School of Spectacle.

Plovdiv Foundation
2019 ECoC
International meeting

October
2017

Plovdiv,
Bulgaria

20

Plovdiv
Foundation
2019

Shared the story of School of Spectacle - talked about cooperation and
creative sector development.

ESRA - The 2017
conference of the
ESREA Network
on Gender and
Adult Learning

12 – 14
October 2017

University of
Koblenz-Landau,
Campus Koblenz,
Germany

30

Walk the Plank

Co-curation, re-framing critical spaces and democratisation. School of Spectacle
sited as a model of co-curation / co-creation. Alexis Johnson (London South Bank
University, United Kingdom) paper presentation. Paper accepted for publication in
August 2018 ESRA.

Amsterdam
Placemaking Week

13 October
2017

Amsterdam,
Netherlands

150

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Kaunas School of Spectacle and the Šanciai Parade.
Sheila Deegan submitted an application into Chambers Ireland Excellence
in Local Government Awards for Limerick School of Spectacle and we have
been shortlisted in the category ‘Sustaining the Arts’

Chambers Ireland
Excellence in Local
Government Awards

November
2017

Dublin,
Ireland

N/A

Limerick City &
County Council

School of Citizen
Artist

17 November
2017

Šanciai Library,
Kaunas,
Lithuania

50

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Peer review of the Kaunas School of Spectacle and Šanciai Parade in
the Šanciai Library with peers local, national and international peers from
Riga, Stockholm, Vilnius and Kaunas.

IETM

23-26
November
2017

Brussels

112

Walk the Plank

IETM Brussels Plenary Meeting 2017. Presentation of School of
Spectacle model by Liz Pugh and Alexander Neidert to European
network of theatre makers.

Creative Europe
Flying Carpet
Project

29
November
2017

Šanciai Library,
Kaunas,
Lithuania

20

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Presentation about the Kaunas School of Spectacle and Šanciai Parade
to the Creative Europe Flying Carpet Project in Šanciai Library with 20
young curators led by Ed Carroll and Vita Geluniene.

Municipal District
of CappamoreKilmallock

March
2018

Limerick,
Ireland

18

Limerick City &
County Council

Sheila gave a Presentation to the elected members of Municipal
District of Cappamore-Kilmallock including impacts and video.

Social Art
Practice Forum

29 March
2018

Vilnius,
Lithuania

200

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Co-urbanism Forum

05 April
2018

Vilnius,
Lithuania

75

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Presentation about the Kaunas School of Spectacle and Šanciai Parade
to the Co-urbanism Forum in Vilnius led by Ed Carroll, Vita Geluniene
and LinaZebuoliene.

IETM

28 April
2018

28 April 2018
Porto, Portugal

70

Walk the Plank

Plenary meetings in Porto in April 2018. Creative Europe Desk UK’s
Culture England Manager Stephanie Grant at IETM talked about Walk
the Plank and School of Spectacle, with Liz Pugh present.

British Council –
Creative Europe
Desk

May
2018

Kyiv and
Chernihiv,
Ukraine

33

Walk the Plank

Liz Pugh presented School of Spectacle as a model of small scale
collaboration project, during training for designing, managing and
delivering Cooperation Projects to the arts sector in Ukraine.

Fresh Streets
conference

May
2017

Porto,
Portugal

210

Walk the Plank

Liz as plenary speaker talking about co-creation in the context of parades
and processions, using Lithuania School of Spectacle as a case study for
an audience of European festival directors.

Creative Europe Desk
coordinators, Creative
Europe Desk Lithuania

17 May
2018

Vilnius,
Lithuania

15

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Presentation about the Kaunas School of Spectacle and Šanciai Parade
to Creative Europe Desk coordinators from 8 countries who visited
Kaunas. Organised by Creative Europe Desk Lithuania led by Ed Carroll.

http://www.chambers.ie/events/excellence-in-local-government-awards/
shortlist-2018.html
The awards take place in November 2018 when we will know the outcome.

Opera School

11-15 June
2018

Kaunas,
Lithuania

30

Dvimiescio
Kulka

Organisation of a week-long Opera School for 30 participants as a
multiplier effect of the Kaunas School with workshops involving Francois
Matarasso, Antonio Bukhar (Ug), Tetyana Oliynyk (Uk) and Jekaterina
Lavrinec (LT).
https://arestlessart.com/projects/the-cabbage-field-opera-lithuania

British Council –
Creative Europe
Desk

4 August
2018

Manchester,
UK

18

Walk the Plank

Alexis Johnson presented School of Spectacle as a model for writing
and delivering Cooperation Projects to the arts sector in UK.
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C2 Collaboration Mapping
Collaborations due to School of Spectacle
Petko Tanchev, Ria Murphy New Aerial & Video Mapping art piece
“I hope you’re keeping well. I just wanted to thank you guys again as the Kaunas
School of Spectacle had a big impact on me that has lasted well past that great week.
I found being in such an environment incredibly inspiring and my mind was a whirl
with collaborative possibilities. The goal setting especially had a lasting effect on me,
as once I set a goal, I intend to keep it (especially if its written down!)…and one of
my main goals was to collaborate with Petko, to combine his projection art with my
vertical dance. I’m happy to say that we have our first upcoming public performance
for Culture Night on September 22nd! I know it’s a long shot as it’s in Dublin, but
I wanted to invite you guys to see it. It will be in Bernardo Square, on the facade
of the Dublin City Council building and will combine Petko’s projection artwork
and my vertical dance choreography, performed by my myself and one other dancer
(like dancing and running on the wall while abseiling). It’s not advertised very
well, but here’s a link with a little bit of info:
https://culturenight.ie/event/barnardo-square/
This wouldn’t have happened without such a great programme, sharing your
knowledge of creating spectacle, and bringing European artists together!
So a big thank you in order and hope to see you on the 22nd.”
Ria Murphy said;
“The National Gallery Ireland saw the vertical dance piece I created with
Petko (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7uAItSa92YU&t=76s) and have
asked me to create a show for them this summer for their Circus250 programme.
It’s a huge honour and I have of course asked Petko to collaborate with me.
The National Gallery is giving me a large gallery to create and present the show
over three weeks. I’m so excited to be given thisspace and support in such a
prestigious institution. The opportunity is there for this to really be something
amazing and so I am applying for a €30,000 grant to the Arts Council Ireland to
fund the project. The show/installation allows the audience to walk into the gallery
and stand, sit, lay down while watching the show above and amongst them. We’ll
be taking biometric data such as monitoring motion, heartbeats, brainwaves from
me, the other aerialists, and the audience to influence interactive visuals created by
Petko.”https://www.facebook.com/riacirque/videos/1612658918798606/

Sara C, Niamh and Kaya

Sara Cross has never worked in bigger teams before Limerick 2018 School of
Spectacle and having arrived three years ago, did not know any of the Limerick based
CPs. A month later she has employed both her new skills and new connections in
the project she has been preparing for World Wide Knit in Public Day. On 9th of
June, in the centre of Limerick, there will be an area where people could try knitting
and crocheting, do some stitch work or just hang around and have some coffee.
It will be absolutely free. The other project Sara is working on is a big exhibition
to raise awareness on cystic fibrosis. Sara is working on these projects together
with Kaya and Niamh.
https://www.facebook.com/riacirque/videos/1612658918798606/

Natalie El Baba and Sotiroula

Natalie and Sotiroula are already trying to make a community involvement
project of Pafos2017 travel in Ireland.
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WTP and Fireter

WTP have invited at Manchester Day Parade Fireter founders Plamen & Rozaliya
to deliver a Master Class, with a talk and a two day practical workshop sharing their
key performing & making techniques for building characters.

Natalie El Baba,
Plamen and Fidget Feet

Plamen and Natalie are working on ways to invite Natalie to take part in the Ayliak
Parade, part from Plovdiv 2019 ECoC programme. He also wants to have Fidget
Feet aerial dance at the closing of the parade.

D1 Empowerment
Lumen, Vicky,
Niamh, Aidan

The project proposal which Lumen theatre have prepared for Limerick Halloween
Parade envisages some stilt walking and, of course, Vicky, Niamh, and Aidan from
Limerick 2018 School of Spectacle are involved.

Lumen Street Theatre
and Fidget Feet

Lumen Street Theatre and Fidget Feet have continued to gain success as a result
of being involved in School of Spectacle. For example, Lumen made a proposal
to Limerick City and County Council for a processional type event to celebrate
‘Samhain’ the Irish for Halloween and have been awarded funding to do so.

Fidget Feet, Limerick
City and County Council,
Kerry County Council and
Donegal County Council.

Successful funding made by Limerick Arts Office to the Arts Council for funding for
a collaborative work between Fidget Feet, Limerick City and County Council, Kerry
County Council and Donegal County Council. This is continuing the relationships
built up through the Limerick 2020 bid process and the School of Spectacle.

Guerassim Dichliev
and Walk the Plank

WTP invited Guerassim Dichliev to host a two-day workshop in Cobden Works,
Salford to introduce the geometry of the body as a basic tool for performance
in a street context.

TOTAL: 9

D Creative Practitioner Survey Findings
D1 Empowerment
New Skills (including working with communities)
94% of the respondents state they have acquired new skills by taking part in the School
of Spectacle. Has School of Spectacle enhanced your skills and/or knowledge of outdoor arts?
Answer Choices in %
School of Spectacle

No of answers

Yes, definitely

Yes, possibly

No

Pafos School
of Spectacle

83

17

0

6

Kaunas School
of Spectacle

100

0

0

14

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle

90

10

0

20

Limerick 2017
School of Spectacle

100

0

0

6

Limerick 2018
School of Spectacle

93

7

0

14
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“The fire drawing was very informative and practical, the
3D mapping was a great introduction but the Movement/
Performance was a revelation for me being mostly a
maker and typically a behind the scenes practitioner.”
Plovdiv creative practitioner
“I gained knowledge in the production and performance
areas of spectacle/outdoor arts, which I previously
had no experience of. I learned about the process
of planning and putting on a spectacle event from
beginning to end, considering all aspects/roles.
This gave me greater understanding of how teams
work together to achieve the end result.”
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner
“TheSchool of Spectaclle allowed me to develop
leadership skills and taught me how to effectively
manage and communication within a creative team. …
Working with artists from a broad creative spectrum
has opened me to future collaborative ideas and
allowed me to build relationships internationally
within the sector.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner
“I’ve learned in three days so many things I couldn’t
ever imagine I could... I still feel grateful of all the
knowledge all teachers shared with all of us.”
Pafos creative practitioner

“Knowledge of new ways to organize and deliver any
project, and a new perspective on events creation
through the compination and collaborationof different
art expressions. But the most important is the way
I challenge myself in terms of time available and
desirable result.”
Pafos creative practitioner
“…whole overlook about that how to build parade
with community, what to use and how to use co
creative process”
Kaunas creative practitioner
“I learned to be more open and self-confident.
I understood that is very important to take art
outside to the streets, trees or sea and connect
all people - to make people feel part of the world,
that surrounds them.”
Kaunas creative practitioner
“I learnt interesting ways (games) for introduction,
getting to know each other that later can be used in
my work at camps for children; organizing events,
team work.”
Kaunas creative practitioner

Goals fulfilment
On average, 48% of the respondents in the surveys
reply that they have fulfilled their goals and even more.
Additional 42% state the school has definitely led to
achievement of their goals. Only 10% state they have
partially fulfilled their goals and no one replies
negatively on this question.

“I learnt to respect everyone’s opinions as a part
of co-creation and also, confidence.”
Pafos creative practitioner

Thinking back to why you wanted to attend, have you
achieved your goals in attending School of Spectacle?
Answer
Choices in %
School of Spectacle

No of answers

No of answers

Yes, and more

Yes, definitely

Yes, partly

Not Really

0

83

17

0

6

Kaunas School
of Spectacle

40

40

20

0

15

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle

75

25

0

0

20

Limerick 2017
School of Spectacle

67

33

0

0

6

Limerick 2018
School of Spectacle

58

28

14

0

14

Pafos School
of Spectacle
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New opportunities and plans (including working with communities)
Do you feel attending School of Spectacle will increase your employability?
Answer Choices in %
School of Spectacle

No of answers

Yes, definitely

Yes, possibly

No

Pafos School
of Spectacle

16

84

0

6

Kaunas School
of Spectacle

50

36

14

14

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle

40

60

0

20

Limerick 2017
School of Spectacle

67

33

0

6

Limerick 2018
School of Spectacle

57

43

0

14

As a result of attending School of Spectacle, can you identify
any developments you are going to make in your practice?
Answer Choices
School of Spectacle

No of answers

Yes, definitely

Yes, possibly

No

Pafos School
of Spectacle

67

33

0

6

Kaunas School
of Spectacle

50

50

0

14

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle

68

32

0

19

Limerick 2017
School of Spectacle

83

0

17

6

Limerick 2018
School of Spectacle

84

8

8

13

“Relying on team members more”
Plovdiv creative practitioner
“I would like to work more with outdoor arts and
outdoor installations.”
Plovdiv creative practitioner
“I really came home full of ideas how to solve problems
we were having for our next spectacle in the community,
and I hope those suggestions and practices helped to
have a better result”
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner
“I intend to return to working in this field and I am
currently sourcing funding opportunities to develop
an outdoor arts event in my local community.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner

“I would feel more confident to make larger scale props
and costumes and would also consider performing.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner
“I definitely want to work with pyrotechnics now.”
Pafos creative practitioner
“As a group leader I learned that I need more experience
with and empathy for the variety of personalities
and points of view in a co-production environment.
Identifying and integrating everyone’s unique abilities
and points of view is a skill I am really happy to admit
needs more development.”
Kaunas creative practitioner
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Working with communities
Has the school encouraged you to consider working with
community participants and or new audiences in new ways?
Answer Choices in %
School of Spectacle

No of answers

Yes, definitely

Yes, possibly

No

Pafos School
of Spectacle

83

17

0

6

Kaunas School
of Spectacle

71

22

7

14

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle

75

25

0

20

Limerick 2017
School of Spectacle

67

33

0

6

Limerick 2018
School of Spectacle

86

14

0

14

“Collaborate with more wide audience. To push me
self to the faster rhythm of generating ideas and telling
them to friends, colleges or strangers. Never know
how close could be your team of realizing ideas.”
Kaunas creative practitioner

D2 Networking
Supportive and inspiring relations

“It has definitely encouraged me to connect with the local
participants and generate new ties for the realization
of the Šanciai procession. In addition, on a personal
level, I think it is very valuable time to meet and
collabrate on future projects.”
Kaunas creative practitioner

“Getting to know and work with people from different
countries, it makes it much more real that this is what
has got to happen more in all the sectors. It was a great
practical demonstration that beyond cultural differences,
we are all human.”
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner

“It has re-affirmed the value of participation in these
type of events and equally how individuals bring
their own unique energies to these situations and it
is harnessing this energy that essentially drives the
spirit of the parade. The school helped me realise
the type of experiences I wish to create for participants,
reinforcing the belief that it’s a two way exchange.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner

“All of us working together in one building for the week.
Sharing ideas and developing the performance together.”
Plovdiv creative practitioner

“I might not have considered working so much in
the community sphere and now I am more open to
this option.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner
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What worked best about the school?
(narrative answers)

“Having very patient, helpful, open-minded mentors.
It felt like a safe space to ask questions and share ideas.
The organisers did a fantastic job and the team pulled
together and worked well.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner
“The trust building..... It enabled us to come together
as a team in such a short time.”
Plovdiv creative practitioner

“I was pretty excited in the new opportunities to collaborate
with artists with such different backgrounds. I’m absolutely
happy for the spirit of everybody who wanted to
collaborate and to do common projects and will try
to bring it in my own country. It was so interesting to
hear so many different stories during the “Show&Tell”
presentations! After that the ideas for projects started
to flood, people with different skills wanted to combine
with others and to do more complex works together!”
Kaunas creative practitioner

“Hopefully, everyone I met was at the school was talented
and inspiring in their field of creative practice, friendly
and easy to get along with. I’d greatly enjoy working with
any of them in the future. I think we all formed meaningful
working relationships, as well as personal friendships,
especially through working together to create the spectacle
event. I don’t have any plans to collaborate with anyone
at the moment but hopefully some of our paths will cross
in the future.”
Limerick 2017 creative practitioner

Future collaborations
Will the new networks you created at the school lead to any new partnerships or areas of work?
Q8
School of Spectacle

Answer Choices in %

No of answers

Yes, definitely

Yes, possibly

No

Pafos School
of Spectacle

50

50

0

6

Kaunas School
of Spectacle

57

36

7

14

Plovdiv School
of Spectacle

37

53

0

19

Limerick 2017
School of Spectacle

0

83

17

6

Limerick 2018
School of Spectacle

36

64

0

14

“Is already happening. I am helping and participating
at an event that another participant I met at the
School is preparing.”
Pafos creative practitioner

“Partnerships in aerial dance, costume and possibly
fire expertise. Mentoring through local colleges.
Technical support from professionals if possible…”
Plovdiv creative practitioner

“I will be collaborating with some of the participants
when doing the Šanciai parade. I also got invited to
visit and attend events in the countries of the other
participants, I look forward to meeting up again
and working on new projects!”
Kaunas creative practitioner

“Myself and Niamh will be working together on our stilt
walking. I would welcome any other opportunity to work
with any of the inspiring people I met during School
of Spectacle.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner

“We developed some existing contacts and build
some new that already are active. Continuation and
development of the contacts with the organizers and
leaders are also important for us.”
Plovdiv creative practitioner

“I am confident that the new networks will lead to
future partnerships in projects together. I plan to meet
up with several of the participants from the course
in the near future and will do what I can to travel to
Bulgaria to take part in the parade planned there.”
Limerick 2018 creative practitioner
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E. Interim Reports

E2 Plovdiv School of Spectacle 2017
Interim Report

Three independent evaluations were completed
as interim reports. The key findings and impact
evaluation are listed below, taken from the reports
executive summaries.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY BY VASSILKA
SHISHKOVA

E1 Kaunas School of Spectacle 2017
Interim Report
CONCLUSION BY BENEDIKTAS GELUNAS
To sum up, the dynamics described in the creative
practitioners interviews and feedback sessions revealed
an important aspect of cultural community development,
that is, a reciprocate link between the fulfilment of
personal need for belonging and meaning and community
needs of activity, celebration and symbolic value in the
gaze of outsiders. In the case of Šančiai , the School
of Spectacle was an important milestone of the community
process as it concentrated different individuals and
groups for one project, thus enabling exchange of
knowledge, breach of personal comfort zones and
emergence of new leaders for democratic co-creation.
Such cultural activity was especially valuable in its
capacity to bring people from different backgrounds
together without emphasizing their social, ideological
or other differences. The School was a trigger point that
turned many watchers into doers (in the local context),
not only among the participants but also among the
audience. Finally, the parade was a success in that it
demonstrated the possibilities of creative cooperation
in not only staging big celebrations to be consumed as
entertainment but also provoking new reflections on the
identity of the place, willingness to identify with it and
act in it, and the power of cultural process to change
social process.

The evaluation of Plovdiv School of Spectacle found
that it fulfilled and sometimes even surpassed
the expectations of the stakeholders: creative
practitioners, facilitators,organisers, audience. Mostly,
those expectations were focused in meeting new people
and creating networks, acquiring new skills, broadening
the experience with outdoor arts, and of course,
having fun.
Learning through practice and learning on the
edge proved to be effective training methods when
time and resources are limited as they were on this
seven-days creative training. Although the participants
shared they would enjoy more free time, none of them
assessed the schedule or the curriculum as stressful
or exhausting. They knew the training was going to be
intense and they thought it should be intense in order
to achieve its goals.
The training sessions conveyed new knowledge
even to the experienced creative practitioners.
The closing event was ambitious enough to
challenge everyone’s creativity. The research visit
to the Adata island proved to be inspirational and
brought lasting impressions to the participants.
Negotiations with the authorities, time and resources
constraints, and last minute changes were perceived
as good learning opportunities rather than real
obstacles that could hinder the realisation of the closing
event. This overall positive approach would hardly
be manifested if important elements of Plovdiv
School of Spectacle such as organisation, preparation,
communication were not accomplished with attention
and diligence.
The proper choice of a working venue that is both
convenient and inspiring is a key for producing an event
that would be remembered. The creative materials
for the production should be sufficient but not abundant.
This definitely boosts creativity and inventiveness.
Finding the appropriate accommodation and catering
service is quite important too because the overall comfort
of everyone involved in such an intense training as Plovdiv
School of Spectacle is affected by it. Especially in cities
like Plovdiv, where many events take place simultaneously,
the accommodation aspect should be addressed way
in advance of the actual event.
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